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Abstract 
  
While  our  brain  is  extremely  sophisticated  at  processing  incoming  information,  it  
is  generally  safe  to  posit  that  all  processing  stages,  from  sensory  processing  to  high  level  
cognitive  control  functions  and  decision  making,  are  capacity  limited.  These  limitations  
show  state  related  alterations  an  example  of  which  is  sleep  deprivation  (SD).    
Previous  studies   investigating  deficits   in  various  cognitive  domains  have  found  
sleep   deprivation   to   attenuate   task-­‐‑related   parietal   and   extrastriate   visual   activation,  
suggesting   a   reduction   of   processing   capacity   in   this   state.   However,   how   different  
aspects  of  attentional  capacity   limitation  are  worsened  following  sleep  deprivation  has  
not   well   characterized.   Using   functional   brain   imaging   coupled   with   a   variety   of  
behavioral   tasks,   my  work   shows   the   exacerbation   of   visual   processing   limitations   at  
multiple  sites  (visual  areas  as  well  as  attentional  control  regions)  in  the  processing  stages  
following  sleep  deprivation.    
I  first  evaluated  directly  the  SD-­‐‑induced  change  in  visual  processing  capacity  by  
employing   Lavie’s   perceptual   load   theory   of   attention   as   a   framework.   Repetition  
suppression   in  parahippocampal  place  areas   (PPA)  was  used   to   indicate  processing  of  
unattended  scenes  while  participants  attended  to  faces  embedded  in  face-­‐‑scene  pictures.  
Attenuated   repetition   suppression   effect   following   sleep   deprivation   indicated   a  
reduction  in  total  visual  processing  capacity  following  sleep  deprivation.    
     xi  
Using   rapid   serial  visual  presentation   (RSVP)  paradigm  of  houses  presented  at  
various  presentation  frequencies,  I  next  showed  that  temporal  processing  limitation  was  
exacerbated   following   sleep   deprivation,   evidenced   by   worsened   performance   and  
reduced  activation  across  multiple  cortical  areas.     Particularly,   the  temporal  processing  
in  higher  visual  areas,  in  this  case  the  parahippocampal  place  area,  were  more  severely  
affected  by  sleep  deprivation,  showing  greater  sensitivity  to  slower  presentation  rates.    
Selective   attention   itself   as   a   resource   allocator   is   also   capacity   limited   and  
impairment   in   this   function   leads   to   performance   decrement.   The   remainder   of   the  
dissertation   focused   on   how   sleep   deprivation   adversely   impairs   sub   components   of  
selective  attention,  namely  target  enhancement  and  distractor  suppression.  Participants  
attended   to,   passively   viewed   or   ignored   house   images   in   superimposed   face-­‐‑house  
pictures.   MR   signal   enhancement   or   suppression   in   PPA   was   evaluated   relative   to  
passive  viewing.  Following  sleep  deprivation,  selective  attention  as  a  resource  allocator  
only   preserved   its   ability   to   enhance   target   processing,   while   the   ability   to   suppress  
distractor  was  significantly  impaired.    
This   research   demonstrates   that   sleep   deprivation   exacerbates   limitations   at  
multiple   processing   stages,   resulting   in   poor   behavioral   performance   and   slower  
responses.    
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1. INTRODUCTION  
  
In  1959,  Peter  Tripp,  a  New  York  DJ,  went  on  a  sleeplessness  marathon.  He  spent  
most  of  his   time   sitting   in   a  glass  booth   in  Times  Square   and   the   rest   in   a  hotel   room  
across  the  street,  with  medical  personnel  monitoring  his  health  conditions.  The  longer  he  
went  without   sleep,   the  more   assistance   he   required.   By   the   third   day,   he   developed  
incongruous   emotional   reactions   and   then   started   to   suffer   from   hallucination   and  
paranoia.   Eventually   it   progressed   to   full-­‐‑blown   psychosis.   He   set   a   Guinness  World  
Record  of  staying  awake  for  201  hours  and  10  minutes  (8.4  days),  but  he  never  made  a  
full   mental   recovery.   This   is   one   of   the   most   famous,   or   infamous,   cases   of   sleep  
deprivation.  
  The   adverse   effects   of   long-­‐‑term   sleep   deprivation   on   physical   and   mental  
health  are  unquestionable;  therefore,  the  Guinness  World  Records  no  longer  recognized  
this  category.  Being  deprived  of  sleep  for  consecutive  days  is  rare;  however,  less  extreme  
forms  of  sleep  deprivation  or  sleep  reduction  are  prevalent.    
Sleep  deprivation  can  be  either  acute  or  chronic.  In  our  modern  technology-­‐‑rich  
24-­‐‑7  society,  with  long  working  hours,  shift  works,  family  demands,  the  advent  of  new  
forms   of   communication,   expanded   leisure   and   entertainment   opportunities,   sleep  
deprivation   is  becoming   increasingly  common.  The  annual  Sleep  in  America  poll  by   the  
National   Sleep   Foundation   in   the   United   States   showed   that   sleeping   hours   have  
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gradually   decreased.   The   mean   hours   of   sleep   have   dwindled   from   an   average   of   9  
hours  last  century  to  7  hours  in  2001  and  6.1  hours  in  2009.  Heart  diseases,  risk  of  stroke,  
diabetes,  obesity,  and  depressed  immune  system  are  health  issues  that  greatly  correlate  
with  sleep  deprivation.  Cognitively,  prolonged  wakefulness  impairs  a  range  of  functions  
like   vigilance   and   sustained   attention   (Doran   et   al.,   2001,   Lim   and   Dinges,   2008),  
working  memory  (Turner  et  al.,  2007,  Chee  and  Chuah,  2008),   inhibition  (Chuah  et  al.,  
2006,  Drummond  et  al.,  2006)  and  etc.  
Sleep  deprivation  is  not  just  an  individual  health  hazard;  it  is  a  public  one.  There  
are   considerable   associations   between   sleep   deprivation/fatigue   and   human-­‐‑error  
related   accidents   or   occupational   errors   and   injuries.   Insufficient   sleep,  which   leads   to  
sleepiness   and   fatigue,   is   one   of   the   major   causes   of   motor   vehicle   accidents.   The  
National  Sleep  Foundation’s  Sleep   in  America  poll   showed   that  60%  of   the   respondents  
have  admitted  drowsy  driving  and  37%  have  fallen  asleep  at  the  wheel.  Drowsy  drivers  
were  responsible  for  more  than  100,000  motor  crashes  annually,  resulting  in  1,550  deaths  
and   40,000   injuries,   as   indicated   by   National   Highway   Traffic   Safety   Administration  
(NHTSA)  data.  This  comes  as  no  surprise  as  studies  have  shown  18  hours  of  sustained  
wakefulness  compromised  performance  speed  and  accuracy  very  much  like  being  under  
the  influence  of  a  blood  alcohol  level  of  0.05%  (Williamson  and  Feyer,  2000,  Arnedt  et  al.,  
2001).  In  medical  settings,  sustained  wakefulness  and  shift  work  of  health  professionals,  
especially  newly  graduated  interns,  have  posed  significant  risks  on  the  quality  of  patient  
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care  and  safety  (Jha  et  al.,  2001).  Worse  yet,  high-­‐‑profile  disasters  ranging  from  the  giant  
oil  spillage  of   the  Exxon  Valdez,   the  destruction  of   the  space  shuttle  Challenger,   to  the  
nuclear  meltdowns  of  Three  Mile  Island  and  Chernobyl,  were  all  associated  with  sleep  
deprivation   of   the   personnel   (Colten   and   Altevogt,   2006).   Sleep   deprivation   induced  
accidents  were  estimated  to  have  an  annual  economic  impact  of  $43  to  $56  billion  in  the  
United  States.  
Human  factor  and  epidemiological  studies  have  a  long  history  of  characterizing  
the   effects   of   sleep   deprivation   on   various   aspects   of   performance   and   describing   the  
phenomenon.  However,   the  underlying  neural  mechanisms  were  hardly  uncovered  by  
behavioral   or   observational   studies.  With   the   advancement   of   neuroimaging  methods,  
such   as   positron   emission   tomography   (PET),   functional  magnetic   resonance   imaging  
(fMRI),   electroencephalography   (EEG)   and   other   non-­‐‑invasive   tools,   it   is   possible   to  
study   the   neurobehavioral   alterations   associated   with   sleep   deprivation   and   the  
underlying  neural  mechanisms  of  cognitive  decline.    
At   any   given   time,   the   environment   presents   far  more   perceptual   information  
than  one  can  effectively  process.  Attention  allows  us  to  allocate  our  processing  resources  
to   information   of   greater   relevance   to   ongoing   behavior.   Attention   is   an   almost  
indispensable  aspect  of  cognition  and  its  effect  and  mechanisms  have  been  extensively  
studied  in  rested  individuals.  Only  until  recent  years,  more  neuroimaging  experiments  
begun  to  reveal  how  attention  is  influenced  by  sleep  deprivation.  Attention  itself  is  not  a  
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unitary   construct   as   it   has   multiple   components.   The   present   dissertation   focuses   on  
exploring  the  capacity  limitation  aspects  of  attention  and  how  sleep  deprivation  further  
exacerbates  the  already  limited  processing  resources.    
I  will  start  with  reviewing  the  past  studies  on  the  different  capacity  limitation  of  
information   processing   in   well   rested   person,   followed   by   how   different   facets   of  
attention  are  compromised  following  sleep  deprivation  and  end  with  the  specific  aims  of  
the  series  of  experiments.    
  
1.1 Capacity Limits of Information Processing  
‘Everyone   knows  what   attention   is.   It   is   the   taking   possession   by   the  mind,   in  
clear  and  vivid  form,  of  one  out  of  what  seem  several  simultaneously  possible  objects  or  
trains   of   thought.   Focalization,   concentrations   of   consciousness   are   of   its   essence.   It  
implies  withdrawal  from  some  things  in  order  to  deal  effectively  with  other.’  –  William  
James,  The  Principles  of  Psychology,  pp.  403  –  404,  1890  
In   this   insightful   quote   on   attention,  William   James  pointed  out   one   important  
characteristic  of  attention  –  capacity  limited,  by  noting  that  ‘it  implies  withdrawal  from  
some  things  in  order  to  deal  effectively  with  others’.    
Our   brain   is   extremely   sophisticated   at   processing   incoming   information.  
However,   even   with   such   sophistication,   there   is   always   far   more   information   in   the  
surrounding   environment   than  our   system  can  handle.  Attention   allows  us   to   allocate  
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our   limited  resources  such   that  we  can  selectively  perceive  and  respond   to  a  subset  of  
these   stimuli   of   higher   priorities.   Physiological   and   imaging   studies   have   shown   that  
selective  attention  biases  sensory  neurons,  increasing  firing  rates  of  neurons  sensitive  to  
task-­‐‑relevant   stimuli   (Desimone   and   Duncan,   1995)   or   features   while   concurrently  
reducing  firing  rates  of  neurons  responsive  to  concurrent  irrelevant  stimuli  (Gazzaley  et  
al.,  2005a).  
Human   performance   suffers   when   information   overloads.   The   capacity  
limitation   in   the   content-­‐‑specific   perceptual   processing   channels   constrains   both   the  
number  of   items  one  can  process  at  a  given   time  and  also   the   speed  at  which  one  can  
process   incoming   streams   of   information.  At   the   same   time,   selective   attention   or   the  
cognitive   control  processes   act   to   allocate   the   limited   resources  of   the   front   end  of   the  
sensory   systems   to   process   stimuli   of   higher   priorities   for   perception   and   action.  
However,  attention  itself  has  also  been  conceived  as  a  capacity-­‐‑limited  resource  allocator  
(Marois  and  Ivanoff,  2005).  
It   is   generally   safe   to   posit   that   all   processes   and  processing   stages   during   the  
flow  of  information  from  sensory  inputs  to  decision  or  action  are  capacity  limited.    
  
1.1.1 Limitation in Perceptual Attentional Capacity 
Visual  perceptual  processing  has  limited  capacity.  The  perceptual  load  theory  of  
attention  (Lavie,  1995)  provides  strong  support  for  this  claim.  The  theory  states  that  the  
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extent   to   which   irrelevant   distractors   can   be   processed   depends   on   how   much  
processing  capacity   the  primary   task  consumes   from  the   total.   It  predicts   that  as  more  
perceptual   attentional   resources   are   allocated   to   the   targets,   less   becomes   available   to  
process   the   task-­‐‑irrelevant   stimuli.  Conversely,   if   there   are   enough   leftover  processing  
resources,  the  irrelevant  information  will  be  processed  automatically.  This  points  to  the  
passive  processing  aspect  of  attention.    
A   series   of   behavioral   experiments   (Lavie,   2001,   Lavie   et   al.,   2003,   Cartwright-­‐‑
Finch  and  Lavie,  2007,  Forster  and  Lavie,  2008)  manipulated  perceptual   load  by  either  
varying   the   number   of   task-­‐‑relevant   stimuli   that   need   to   be   processed   or  making   the  
perceptual   identification   of   the   task-­‐‑relevant   stimuli   more   or   less   difficult   and   then  
examined   the   processing   of   the   distractors.   Greater   processing   of   distractors   was  
observed   for   lower   perceptual   demanding   primary   task   conditions.   The   same   results  
also   generalized   to   distractors   of   different   nature,   static   vs.  moving   irrelevant   stimuli  
(Rees  et  al.,  1997),  external  vs.  internal  distracting  thoughts  (Forster  and  Lavie,  2009).    
Effects  load  and  capacity  limitation  manifested  in  several  visual  areas.  Schwartz  
et  al.  (2005)  revealed  that  visual  cortex  activity  related  to  the  distractor  checkerboard  at  
the  periphery  decreased  if  the  participants  were  involved  in  a  central  task  of  high  load  
(Schwartz   et   al.,   2005).   The   reduction   in   neural   responses   was   observed   in   all   the  
retinotopically-­‐‑mapped  regions,  from  V1  to  V4,  although  the  effects  of  load  were  larger  
in  higher  visual  areas.  Moving  further  up  the  visual  hierarchy,  the  fMRI  responses  in  the  
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parahippocampal  place  areas  (PPA)  to  distractors  were  also  shown  to  be  modulated  by  
load  of   the  central   task.  While  participants  monitored  central   face   images  and   ignored  
the  background  house  images  that  were  repeated  during  half  of  the  trials,  increasing  the  
demand   of   the   face   tasks   resulted   in   reduced   perceptual   processing   of   the   house,  
indicated  by  attenuated  repetition  suppression  effects  in  the  PPA  (Yi  et  al.,  2004).  Even  
with   a   moving   distractor,   the   capacity   limitation   and   effects   of   load   persisted.  When  
participants   performed   linguistic   tasks   of   low   or   high   load   while   irrelevant   visual  
motion   were   in   the   periphery,   motion-­‐‑related   activity   in   V5   showed   reduced  motion  
processing.    
  
1.1.2 Limits of Temporal Attention: The Speed of Sight 
Although   observers   can   categorize   a   briefly   presented   (~20ms)   object   fairly  
rapidly   and   accurately   (Thorpe   et   al.,   1996,  Grill-­‐‑Spector   and  Kanwisher,   2005),  when  
stimuli   are   presented   in   succession,   the   time   required   for   successful   recognition  
lengthened.   Our   visual   system   is   limited   by   the   rate   at   which   information   can   be  
processed.  Observers   could   reliably   identify   objects   at  presentation   rate   of  up   to   eight  
pictures  per  second  (Potter  and  Faulconer,  1975),  while  that  for  basic  visual  changes  like  
flickering  or  motion  was  around  30-­‐‑50Hz  due  to  the  difference  in  complexity  of  features  
(Kelly,  1961,  1979).  Temporal  attention,   in  these  cases,  the  visual  attention  over  time,   is  
capacity  limited.    
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The   standard   technique   for   studying   temporal   attention   is   using   rapidly  
presented  sequences  of  visual   items   (RSVP)  at  variable  presentation  rates.  This  pushes  
the  visual  system  to  its  limit,  allowing  us  to  examine  the  rate  at  which  visual  information  
can   be   extracted   from   a   stream   of   constantly   changing   inputs.   Despite   the   behavioral  
evidence  of  a  temporal  limitation  in  information  processing,  neuroimaging  studies  also  
attempted   to   find   the   fundamental   neural   mechanisms   underlying   the   temporal  
processing  limitation.    
McKeeff   (2007)   used   single   target   search   RSVP   of   face   and   house   images   to  
investigate  the  limitation  in  areas  along  the  visual  pathway  (McKeeff  et  al.,  2007).  fMRI  
response   profiles   to   different   presentation   rates  were  measured   for   the   retinotopically  
mapped  regions.  The  response  revealed  a  systematic  decline  in  peak  activation  towards  
lower  presentation  rates  going  up  the  visual  hierarchy,  suggesting  a  progressive  loss  in  
the  temporal  processing  capacity  of  the  human  visual  system.  The  results  imply  that  the  
higher-­‐‑level  areas  constrain   the   temporal  processing  more   in  comparison   to   the  earlier  
stages   of   visual  processing.  The   limitation   in   temporal  processing   capacity   ties   closely  
with   the   limitation   in   perceptual   processing   capacity,   both   pointing   to   resource  
limitation  at  the  front  end  of  the  information  processing  system.  
Observers  can  recognize  a  single  target  in  a  RSVP  stream  quite  reliably  at  a  rate  
of   8   images/s   (~125ms   per   image).  When   adding   one  more   target   to   be  monitored   in  
addition  to  the  single  target  search  RSVP,  a  stronger  limitation  is  observed,  namely  the  
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attentional  blink  (AB)  phenomenon  (Raymond  et  al.,  1992).  Observers  often  fail  to  detect  
a  second  salient  target  occurring  less  than  500ms  after  the  first  target,  much  slower  than  
the   rate   at  which   one   can  detect   a   single   target.   This   suggests   that  AB  not   only   arises  
from   the   limitation   in   temporal   processing   in   the   visual   system   (in   the   case   of   visual  
RSVP),   but   also   from   additional   capacity   limited   processes.   Several   studies   showed  
evidence  supporting  this  idea  (Luck  et  al.,  1996,  Marois  et  al.,  2000).  In  a  study  by  Marois  
et   al.   (2004),   participants   were   instructed   to   detect   a   face   target   and   a   second   house  
target   in  an  RSVP  stream  of   scrambled   images   (Marois   et   al.,   2004).  The   second  house  
target,  though  not  explicitly  detected,  nonetheless  activated  the  parahippocampal  place  
area  (PPA).  In  contrast,  the  frontal-­‐‑parietal  network  was  recruited  only  when  the  second  
target  was  detected.    
These   findings   inspired   us   to   look   at   capacity   limitation   beyond   perceptual  
processing  resources  described  below.    
  
1.1.3 Attention, a capacity-limited resource allocator 
Goal-­‐‑directed   behavior   requires   maintenance   of   task   goals,   focusing   on   task  
relevant  stimuli  and  ignoring  irrelevant  distractors,  which  are  all  parts  of  the  cognitive  
control  processes.  The  capacity-­‐‑limited  nature  of  attention  as  an  active  resource  allocator  
has  been  implied  in  a  number  of  studies.   Increasing  the  load  on  the  attentional  control  
processes,   the   ‘allocator’   failed   to   allocate   attention   as  well   in   comparison   to   low   load  
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conditions.   Previous   sections   showed   that   increasing   the   perceptual   load   of   the   task  
effectively   reduced   the   task-­‐‑irrelevant   distractor   processing.   However,   loading   the  
executive   cognitive   control   functions,   which   renders   them   less   available   to   actively  
maintain  processing  priority  and  allocate  processing  resources  effectively,  on   the  other  
hand,  increased  distractor  processing.    
Behavioral   studies   showed   that  when   increasing  demands  on   cognitive   control  
by   incrementing  working  memory,   distractor   effects   amplified   (Lavie   et   al.,   2004).      A  
functional   imaging   experiment,   in   which   participants   performed   a   selective   attention  
task  that  required  them  to  ignore  distractor  faces  while  remembering  a  string  of  digits,  
found   that   responses   to   face   distractor-­‐‑related   activity   in   the   fusiform   areas   increased  
when   demands   on   cognitive   processes   were   increased   by   an   increment   of   working  
memory  load  (De  Fockert  et  al.,  2001).    
Cognitive   control   function   is   a   capacity   limited   process   that   varies   across  
individuals.   It   has   also   been   suggested   that   information   processing   capacity   develops  
throughout  childhood  and  regresses  later  in  age.  Distractor  effects  were  more  prominent  
in  older  adults  when  performing  a  simple  task,  highlighting  an  age-­‐‑related  reduction  in  
ability  to  control  interference  (Maylor  and  Lavie,  1998).  
How  well  one  can  focus  on  the  task  and  the  extent  to  which  task-­‐‑relevant  stimuli  
get  processed  are  affected  by  capacity  limits  in  different  mental  processes,  arising  from  
the  interplay  between  the  limitations  in  different  cognitive  processes.    
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1.2 Neurocognitive Effects of Sleep Deprivation 
‘Without   enough   sleep,   we   all   become   tall   two-­‐‑year-­‐‑olds.’   –   Jo   Jo   Jensen,  Dirt  
Farmer  Wisdom,  2002  
Scientific   research   on   human   sleep   deprivation   started   in   the   late   19th   century  
(Patrick   and   Gilbert,   1896).   Since   then   the   growing   field   attempts   to   link   behavioral  
performance   with   large-­‐‑scale   neuronal   activity.   With   the   advance   in   modern  
neuroimaging  techniques,  more  resources  have  been  invested  in  interrogating  the  neural  
mechanisms  underlying  the  effect  of  sleep  deprivation.    
Faltering   attention   was   consistently   observed   across   studies   and   has   been  
suggested   to   contribute   to   other   cognitive   failures.   In   this   dissertation,   I’ll   focus   on  
reviewing  the  effect  of  sleep  deprivation  on  attentional  processes.    
The  study  of  attention  can  be  organized  around  varieties  of   themes.  Sturm  and  
Willmes   (2001)   proposed   a   model   to   classify   attention   into   ‘intensity’   and   ‘selection’  
aspects  (Posner  and  Boies,  1971,  Sturm  and  Willmes,  2001).  The  intensity  or  tonic  aspect  
of  attention,  which  includes  the  sustained  attention  and  alertness,  is  functionally  distinct  
from   the   selection   aspect,   which   is   closely   related   to   the   ability   to   select   relevant  
information  and  inhibit  distractors.    
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1.2.1 Sustained Attention/Vigilance  
Sustained   attention   and   vigilance,   which   are   fundamental   to   many   higher  
cognition   processes,   are   robustly   affected   by   sleep   deprivation,   evidenced   by   strong  
experimental   support   from  multiple   studies   (Doran  et  al.,   2001,  Teofilo,  2005,  Lim  and  
Dinges,  2008).  Behaviorally,   lengthened  reaction   time,   increased  errors,  greater   trial-­‐‑to-­‐‑
trial   variability,   increased   time-­‐‑on-­‐‑task   effects   and   larger   number   of   lapses   were  
observed  in  sustained  attention  tasks  following  prolonged  wakefulness.  The  impairment  
in  vigilance  in  turn  contributes  to  declines  in  other  higher  order  cognitive  functions.    
Early  PET  studies  have  revealed  a  change  in  absolute  metabolic  rates  after  sleep  
deprivation  (Wu  et  al.,  1991,  Thomas  et  al.,  2000,  Thomas,  2003).  Wu  et  al  (1991),  using  a  
continuous-­‐‑performance   test,   revealed   that   the   frontal   and   temporal   lobes   showed  
significant  decreases  in  absolute  metabolic  rates  in  sleep-­‐‑deprived  persons  compared  to  
well-­‐‑rested  ones.  Greater  decreases   in  sustained  attention,  as   indexed  by  reaction  time,  
were  also  associated  with  greater  reductions  in  absolute  metabolic  rates.    
Psychomotor   Vigilance   Test   (PVT)   is   one   of   the   simplest   tasks   of   sustained  
attention.   It   is  highly  reliable   in   tracking  performance  declines  across   time.   In  an  fMRI  
study  of  PVT  after  a  good  night  of  sleep  and  36  hours  of  total  sleep  deprivation,  it  was  
shown   that   faster   reaction   times  were   related   to   increased   fMRI   responses  within   the  
sustained   attention   cortical   network   while   slower   reaction   times,   especially   following  
sleep  deprivation,  were  associated  with  less  deactivation  in  the  ‘default-­‐‑mode’  network,  
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reflecting  inattention  and  a  failure  to  engage  in  the  task  (Drummond  et  al.,  2005a,  Czisch  
et  al.,  2012).    
  
1.2.2 Selective Attention 
Selective   attention   is   the   ability   to   focus   processing   resources   on   particular  
aspects   of   our   internal   or   external   environment,   while   ignoring   others.   We   can  
selectively  attend  to  a  specific  spatial  location  (Kastner  et  al.,  1999,  Hopfinger  et  al.,  2000,  
Corbetta  and  Shulman,  2002),  feature  (Liu  et  al.,  2003),  object  as  a  whole  (Serences  et  al.,  
2004)   or   temporal   location.   Although   these   are   different   sub   divisions   of   selective  
attention,   they   involve   overlapping   cognitive   control   networks.   Selective   attention  
enhances   activation   associated   with   attended   events,   in   the   dorsal   fronto-­‐‑parietal  
attentional   regions   and   the   ‘readout’   sensory  processing   regions   if   applicable   (Kastner  
and  Ungerleider,  2000).    
The   fronto-­‐‑parietal   activation   has   been   shown   to   be   consistently   attenuated  
following  sustained  wakefulness  across  different  studies.    However,  the  effects  at  a  finer  
grained  scale  are  more  complicated.    
For   well-­‐‑rested   participants,   higher   activation   was   elicited   to   attended   houses  
than  ignored  houses  in  the  parahippocampal  place  area  (PPA).  The  size  of  the  response  
difference  between  attended  and  non-­‐‑attended  conditions  indicate  selectivity.  Following  
sleep   deprivation,   though   there   was   a   reduction   in   parahippocampal   activation,   the  
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modulation  of  selectivity  depended  on  the  specific  nature  of  the  task  at  hand.  When  the  
stimuli  were  presented  in  more  a  temporally  predictable  time,  selectivity  was  relatively  
preserved   in   sleep-­‐‑deprived   persons   (Chee   et   al.,   2010)   while   the   selectivity   was  
significantly  reduced  if  the  stimuli  were  temporally  unpredictable  (Lim  et  al.,  2010).  One  
parsimonious   explanation   is   that   it   is   easier   to   allocate   the   limited   resources   for  
processing  when  the  stimuli  appear  at  predictable  time  points.    
1.3 Specific Aims  
Since  the  first  systematic  research  on  effects  of  sleep  deprivation  in  the  1920s  by  
Dr.  Nathanial  Kleitman,  over  the  years,  more  research  resources  have  been  invested  in  
elucidating   the   neurophysiological   underpinning   of   SD-­‐‑induced   deterioration   in  
cognitive  functioning.  Across  the  various  studies  testing  different  cognitive  domains,   it  
has  been  found  that  activity  in  most  task-­‐‑related  brain  areas  is  reduced  following  sleep  
deprivation,   even   with   the   simplest   tasks.   To   investigate   the   decline   of   cognitive  
resources   provides   a   useful   framework   for   evaluating   SD-­‐‑related   change   in   visual  
information  processing.  Consequently  the  following  studies  were  aimed  at  investigating  
the  reduced  capacity  in  different  attentional  processes,  from  constraints  in  the  front  end  
of  visual  processing  to  high-­‐‑level  cognitive  control  limitations.  
In  the  study,  fMRI  is  used  as  the  main  measurement  method.  It  is  a  non-­‐‑invasive  
method   measures   the   changes   in   blood   flow   and   blood   oxygenation   level.   fMRI  
response  is  used  as  a  proxy  for  neuronal  activity.    
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Aim  1:  To  investigate  the  effect  of  sleep  deprivation  on  visual  perceptual  processing.    
The  reduction  of  perceptual  processing  capacity  can  be   implied  from  the  extent  
at   which   the   task-­‐‑irrelevant   distractors   are   processed   under   different   load   condition.  
Chapter  3  of  this  dissertation  used  repetition  suppression  effect  to  index  the  processing  
of  distractors  under  different  task  loads  and  states.      
  
Aim  2:  To  test  how  temporal  processing  capacity   is  affected  by  sleep  deprivation  and  to  
characterize  the  temporal  response  profiles  in  both  states.  
Chapter  4  further  extends  the  investigation  on  effects  of  sleep  deprivation  on  the  
front   end   of   the   information   processing   system.   The   experiment   adopted   the   RSVP  
paradigm.    Instead  of  looking  at  responses  to  events  at  relatively  spaced  time  intervals,  
this   experiment   focused   on   temporally   close   events   and   how   fast   the   different   brain  
regions  can  process  the  inputs.  
  
Aim   3:   To   examine   how   attentional   control   functions   is   further   constrained   following  
sleep  deprivation.  
In  Chapter  5,  the  focus  moved  from  the  front  end  of  the  information  processing  
system   to   the   attentional   control   functions.  Attentional   control   functions   as   a   resource  
allocator  is  by  itself  capacity  limited.  Any  further  reduction  in  the  capability,  in  this  case,  
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by  sleep  deprivation,  will  lead  to  impairment  in  attentional  selection  processes.  Chapter  
5   separates   the   two   sub   processes   of   selective   attention,   namely   enhancement   and  
suppression,  and  investigates  the  effect  of  sleep  deprivation  on  these  sub  processes.  The  
deterioration   in   either   of   the   sub   processes   may   come   from   a   further   constraint   of  
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2. STUDY PROCEDURES  
All   the  studies  carried  out   follow  the  same  general  participant  selection  criteria  
and  setups.    
  
2.1 Participants Selection Criteria 
The   majority   of   the   participants   were   undergraduate   students   and   were  
informed   about   our   study   through   the   student   internal   website   of   the   National  
University  of  Singapore.    
Participants   were   first   screened   through   their   responses   on   the   web-­‐‑based  
Morningness   -­‐‑   Eveningness   sleep   questionnaire   (Horne   and   Ostberg,   1976),   which  
consists  of  19  multiple-­‐‑choice  questions  about  the  daily  sleep-­‐‑wake  habits  and  the  times  
of   day   they   prefer   for   certain   activities.   The   questionnaire   has   been   measured   and  
validated   against   circadian   rhythm   variation   of   oral   temperature,   with   timing   of   the  
peak  about   an  hour   later   in   the   evening   type   in   comparison   to  morning   type,   and   the  
intermediate   type   falling   somewhere   in   between.   It   has   been   widely   used   to   assess  
participants’  chronotype,  an  attribute  of  human  that  reflects  what  time  of  the  day  their  
physical   functions   are   active  or   reach   certain   levels.  A   composite   score  was   calculated  
based   on   the   responses   to   all   the   questions,   which   indicates   the   degree   to   which   the  
respondent  was   an   evening   or  morning   chronotype   (Table   1).   Participants   of   extreme  
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morning   or   evening   types   (those  with   scores   of   70   and   above   or   30   and   below)  were  
excluded  from  the  study.  
Table  1:  Standard  Scores  for  Morningness-­‐‑Eveningness  Scale  












Score   70  -­‐‑  86   59  –  69   42  –  58   31  –  41   16  –  30  
  
Selected   respondents   to   the   questionnaire   would   then   go   through   a   phone  
interview.  Eligible  participants  have  to  fulfill  the  following  criteria:  (1)  age  between  18  to  
35  years  old,  (2)  be  right-­‐‑handed,  (3)  have  English  as  the  first  language,  (4)  not  have  high  
astigmatism,  (5)  not  be  color-­‐‑blind,  (6)  weigh  between  45  to  95  kg,  (7)  have  habitual  good  
sleeping  habits  (sleep  for  six  and  a  half  to  nine  hours  a  day  and  sleep  before  12.30am  and  
get  up  before  9am  every  day),  (8)  have  no  history  of  sleep  or  psychiatric  or  neurological  
disorders,   (9)  have  no  history  of   severe  medical   illnesses,   (10)   have  no  metal   implants  
(including  braces),  (11)  drink  less  than  3  caffeinated  drinks  per  day,  (12)  drink  less  than  
21  units  of  alcohol  per  week.    
There  were   always   approximately   equal   number   of   females   and  males   in   each  
study.  
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2.2 Standard Experimental Procedures for Participants  
Participants  made  three  visits   to   the   laboratory.  The  first  was  a  briefing  session  
during  which  they  were  informed  about  the  study  protocol  and  requirements.  Suitable  
participants  also  practiced  the  study  task.  All  participants  provided  informed  consent,  in  
compliance   with   a   protocol   approved   by   the   National   University   of   Singapore  
Institutional  Review  Board.  
At   the   end   of   this   session,   the   participants   were   given   a   wrist   actigraph  
(Actiwatch,   Philips   Respironics,   USA)   to  wear   throughout   the   study   to   verify   regular  
and  adequate  sleeping  patterns.    
Participants  were  scanned  twice,  once  during  rested  wakefulness  (RW)  and  once  
following  SD.  The  order  of   the  scans  was  counterbalanced  across  participants,  and   the  
sessions  were  separated  by  approximately  1  week.  This  was  to  minimize  residual  effects  
of   sleep  deprivation  on  cognition   for  participants  who  underwent   the  SD  session   first.  
For   both   sessions,   upon   arrival,   the   participants’   actigraphy   data   were   verified.   Only  
those   with   consistent   good   sleeping   pattern   were   allowed   to   proceed.   In   addition,  
caffeinated  drink  and  medication  were  strictly  restricted  24  hours  prior  to  any  testing.  
For   the   RW   session,   participants   arrived   at   7:30   AM.   Prior   to   scanning,   the  
Psychomotor  Vigilance  Task  (PVT),  a  simple  reaction  test,  was  administered.  The  actual  
fMRI  task  scanning  started  at  around  8:00  AM  proper.    For  the  SD  session,  participants  
were  monitored  in  the  laboratory  from  6:00  PM  onwards.  Participants  were  allowed  to  
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engage  in  non-­‐‑strenuous  activities  such  as  reading,  studying  and  conversing.  Every  hour  
throughout  the  study  night,  participants  performed  a  short  battery  of  psychometric  tests  
comprising   of   the   PVT   (Dinges   et   al.,   1997),   a   Likert-­‐‑type   rating   scale   (0   –   10)   of  
motivation,   fatigue   and   mood   and   the   Karolinska   sleepiness   scale   (Åkerstedt   and  
Gillberg,   1990).   The   fMRI   task   scanning   started   at   6:00   AM,   corresponding   to   the  
circadian   trough,   which   is   the   time   when   the   circadian   performance   rhythm   is   at   its  
worst  point.  Most   accidents   arising   from  attentional   failures  occur  at   around   this   time  
following  a  night  of  total  sleep  deprivation (Horne  and  Reyner,  1995).    
During   the   scanning   session,   participants   viewed   task   stimuli   using   MR-­‐‑
compatible   LCD   goggles   (Resonance   Technology,   Los   Angeles,   CA,   USA)   and  
responded   with   a   button   box   held   in   the   right   hand.   An   eye-­‐‑camera   was   used   to  
continuously   monitor   eyelid   closures.   This   is   especially   crucial   for   sleep   deprivation  
studies.  Participants  were  prompted  through  the  intercom  system  whenever  they  failed  
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3. REDUCED VISUAL PROCESSING CAPACITY IN 
SLEEP DEPRIVED PERSONS  
  
This  chapter  is  based  on  Kong  et  al.  (2011).  
  
3.1 Introduction 
Deficits   in   attention   are   an   important   contributor   to   cognitive   performance  
degradation  after  a  night  of  sustained  wakefulness  (Lim  and  Dinges,  2010).  This  reduced  
ability   to   focus   limited   mental   resources   on   salient   information   and   tasks   at   a   given  
moment  can   take  several   forms,   specifically   the   impairment  of   sustained   (Doran  et  al.,  
2001,  Chee  et  al.,  2008,  Tomasi  et  al.,  2009),  selective  (Horowitz  et  al.,  2003,  Chee  et  al.,  
2010,  Lim  et  al.,  2010)  and  divided  attention  (Drummond  et  al.,  2001).  
Across   different   imaging   experiments   assessing   changes   in   attention   in   sleep-­‐‑
deprived   persons,   reduced   task-­‐‑related   activation   has   been   found   to   correlate   with  
behavioral   impairment.   Interestingly,   attenuation   of   brain   activation   at   different   task  
loads   (Chuah   and  Chee,   2008)   or   levels   of   perceptual   difficulty   (Chee   et   al.,   2010)   has  
been   observed   even   with   correct   trials,   suggesting   that   a   portion   of   the   higher   task-­‐‑
related   activation   observed   after   a   normal   night   of   sleep   might   correspond   to   spare  
information   processing   capacity.   Supporting   this   hypothesis,   maintained   or   increased  
task-­‐‑related   activation   during   SD   often   corresponds   with   less   compromised   or  
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maintained  task  performance  (Chee  and  Choo,  2004,  Drummond  et  al.,  2005b,  Chee  and  
Tan,  2010).  
The   implied   spare   processing   capacity   associated   with   relatively   higher   task-­‐‑
related   activation   in   the   rested   state   could   have   utility   in   processing   unattended   but  
consequential   stimuli.   For   example,  while   driving   in   the   rain   and   focused   on   difficult  
road   conditions,   it   would   be   helpful   to   retain   the   capacity   to   detect   important   but  
unattended  road  signs.  
The   perceptual   load   theory   of   attention   (Lavie,   1995)   provides   a   useful  
framework   for   evaluating   SD-­‐‑induced   change   in   visual   information   processing.  
According   to   this   model,   focusing   attention   on   a   task-­‐‑relevant   stimulus   inhibits   the  
processing   of   task-­‐‑irrelevant   distractors   to   the   extent   that   available   perceptual  
processing  capacity   is   engaged   in  processing   the   task-­‐‑relevant   stimulus.  Conversely,   if  
the  task-­‐‑relevant  stimulus  places  low  demands  on  the  perceptual  system,  spare  capacity  
becomes  available  to  perceive  the  unattended  distractors  (Rees  et  al.,  1997,  Pessoa  et  al.,  
2005,  Forster  and  Lavie,  2007).  
Unattended   distractor   processing   can   be   inferred   from   the  magnitude   of   fMRI  
signal  suppression  related  to  distractor  repetition  as   the   latter  scales  with   the  extent   to  
which   these  are  perceived   (Yi   et   al.,   2004).  Critically,  when   faces  are   task-­‐‑relevant  and  
background   scenes   are   distractors,   the   spatial   dissociation   of   brain   regions  maximally  
activated  by  the  two  types  of   images  permits  activation  associated  with  the  distracting  
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scenes   to   be   evaluated   relatively   free   from  being   confounded  by   face   stimulus-­‐‑related  
signal.   Examining   how   perceptual   load   interacts   with   state   to   modulate   repetition  
suppression  can  thus  be  used  to  determine  how  SD  affects  visual  processing  capacity.  
To   test   the   hypothesis   that   SD   reduces   visual   processing   capacity,   participants  
were   instructed   to   detect   repeated   faces   in   successive   composite   pictures   comprising  
face  photographs  at  the  center  of  a  larger  background  scene  (Yi  et  al.,  2004).  Perceptual  
load  was  manipulated   by   altering   the   clarity   of   the   central   faces.   To   assess   repetition  
suppression,   the   accompanying   background   scenes  were   either   novel   or   repeated   and  
MR   signal   in   the   PPA   was   measured.   We   expected   to   find   preserved   repetition  
suppression   for   distractor   scenes   irrespective   of   load   during   rested  wakefulness   (RW)  
but  reduced  repetition  suppression  for  the  high  perceptual  load  condition  in  SD.  
  
3.2 Materials and Methods 
  
3.2.1 Participants 
Eighteen   healthy   right-­‐‑handed   participants   (mean   age   22.1   ±   2.0   years)   were  
involved  in  this  study.  
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3.2.2 Experimental Design and Stimuli 
The   experiment   investigated   how   SD   and   perceptual   load   influence   the  
magnitude   of   repetition   suppression   associated   with   unattended   scenes   while  
volunteers   attended   to   faces   in   face-­‐‑scene   composite   pictures   (Fig.   1A).   To   uncover  
repetition  effects,  scenes  were  either  completely  unique  in  successive  frames  or  repeated  
in   alternating   frames.   To   manipulate   perceptual   load,   the   central   faces   were   either  
undistorted   (low-­‐‑load   trials)   or   visually  degraded   (high-­‐‑load   trials)   by   the   addition   of  
25%   salt   and   pepper   noise.   A   within-­‐‑subject   design   was   used   so   each   participant  
underwent  both  RW  and  SD  sessions  as  described  below.  
Within  each  session,  participants  completed  5  runs  of  the  task,  each  lasting  432  s.  
Each  run  consisted  of  12  high-­‐‑load  and  12  low-­‐‑  load  trials.  Each  trial  comprised  a  series  
of  6  emotionally  neutral  gray-­‐‑scale  faces  (2.8°  ×  2.8°)  that  occlude  the  center  of  a   larger  
outdoor  scene  (9.8°  ×  9.8°).  Each  face-­‐‑scene  frame  was  shown  for  500  ms,  followed  by  a  
500  ms   checkerboard  mask.   To   ensure   attention   to   the   central   faces,   participants  were  
asked   to  detect  whether   the   face  was   repeated  within   the   trial.  They   responded  at   the  
end  of  the  trial  when  a  blank  screen  was  presented  for  3000  ms.  Within  each  run,  only  4  
out   of   24   trials   contained   repeated   faces.   These   repeated   faces   occurred   in   a   random  
position  within  the  trial  and  with  equal  frequency  in  trials  involving  repeated  and  non-­‐‑  
repeated  scenes.  A  fixation  cross  was  shown  for  9000  ms  before  the  next  trial  began.  
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Figure   1:   Schematic   of   the   experimental   task.   (A)   Each   trial   consisted   of   a   series   of   six  
scene–face   composite   pictures,   each   shown   for   500  ms,   followed   by   a   500  ms   checkerboard  
mask   (not   shown   in   figure).   Faces  were   either  undistorted   (low-­‐‑load   condition)   or  degraded  
with   salt   and   pepper   noise   (high-­‐‑load   condition).   Surrounding   each   face   were   either  
alternately   repeated   (lower   series)   or   completely   non-­‐‑repeated   background   scenes   (upper  
series).   After   all   frames   had   been   presented,   participants   were   given   3000   ms   to   indicate  
whether  any  face  was  repeated  (upper  series).  A  fixation  cross  was  shown  for  9000  ms  before  
the  next   trial   began.   (B)  Examples   of   scene   and   face   stimuli  used   in   the   functional   localizer  
task.  The  stimuli  had  the  same  dimensions  as  those  used  in  the  primary  task.  
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3.2.3 Imaging Procedure 
Images   were   acquired   on   a   3-­‐‑Tesla   Tim   Trio   system   (Siemens,   Erlangen,  
Germany).  A   gradient   echo-­‐‑planar   imaging   sequence  with   TR   2000  ms,   TE   30  ms,   FA  
75°,  FOV  192×192  mm  and  a  64×64  pixel  matrix  was  used  to  acquire  functional  images.  
Thirty-­‐‑six  oblique  axial  slices  (3  mm  thick  with  a  0.3  mm  inter-­‐‑slice  gap)  parallel  to  the  
AC–  PC   line  were   acquired.  High-­‐‑resolution   coplanar  T1-­‐‑weighted   anatomical   images  
were  also  obtained  for  image  registration.  For  the  purpose  of  image  display  in  Talairach  
space,  an  additional  high-­‐‑  resolution  anatomical  reference  image  was  acquired  by  using  
an  MPRAGE  sequence  (TR  2300  ms,  TI  900  ms,  flip  angle  9°,  BW  240  Hz/  pixel,  FOV  256  
×  240  mm,  256  ×  256  matrix;  resulting  voxel  dimensions:  1.0  ×  1.0  ×  1.0  mm).  
Functional   localizer   scans  were  conducted  at   the  end  of   the   last   run   to   identify  
the  PPA  and  FFA  for  each  individual  participant  (Epstein  and  Kanwisher,  1998,  Epstein  
et  al.,   2003).  This  comprised   four   runs,  each  of  which  consisted  of  24  alternating  scene  
and  face  blocks  interleaved  with  fixation.  Six  face  or  scene  images  were  shown  in  each  
block,  each  appearing  for  800  ms  followed  by  a  200  ms  checkerboard  mask.  Stimuli  used  
in   the   localizer   runs   had   identical   dimensions   as   those   used   in   the  main   experiment,  
except  that  a  scene  stimulus  consisted  of  a  scene  occluded  by  a  checkerboard  instead  of  a  
face,  and  a  face  stimulus  consisted  of  a  face  surrounded  by  a  checkerboard  instead  of  a  
scene  (Fig.  1B).  
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3.2.4 Imaging Analysis 
The   functional   images   were   processed   using   Brain   Voyager   QX   version   1.10.  
(Brain   Innovation,  Maastricht,  The  Netherlands).  All   functional   images  were   realigned  
using   rigid-­‐‑body   transformation   to   the   first   image   of   the   functional   run   that   was  
acquired   immediately   before   the   coplanar   T1-­‐‑weighted   image.   Inter-­‐‑slice   timing  
differences  attributable  to  slice  acquisition  order  were  adjusted  using  trilinear  and  sinc  
interpolation.  Gaussian  filtering  was  applied  in  the  spatial  domain  by  using  a  smoothing  
kernel   of   4-­‐‑mm  FWHM   for   individual   level   activation  maps.   The  T1-­‐‑weighted   images  
were   used   to   register   the   functional   data   set   and   the   resulting   aligned   images   were  
transformed  into  Talairach  space.  
The  functional  imaging  data  was  analyzed  by  using  a  general  linear  model  with  
four   predictors,   one   for   each   condition   (low-­‐‑load   non-­‐‑repeated   background,   low-­‐‑load  
repeated   background,   high-­‐‑load   non-­‐‑   repeated   background   and   high-­‐‑load   repeated  
background),   in   both   states.   Incorrect   and  missed   trials,   if   any,  were  modeled  using   a  
separate   predictor.   Each   predictor  was   created   by   convolving   relevant   trials   (each   6   s  
duration)  with  a  canonical  double  gamma  hemodynamic  response  function.  
The  PPA  was  defined  in  each  individual  using  the  contrast  of  scene  versus  face  
blocks  in  the  functional  localizer  scans.  The  resulting  contrast  maps  were  thresholded  at  
p  <  0.05  (Bonferroni  corrected)  to  derive  a  mask  for  the  subsequent  ROI  analysis.  Within  
this  masked  region,  the  15  functional  voxels  (3  ×  3  ×  3  mm  each)  that  showed  the  highest  
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parameter   estimates   (PE)   across   state   (PERW   +   PESD)   in   the   low-­‐‑load,   non-­‐‑repeating  
background  images  were  used  for  the  determination  of  repetition  suppression  effects  in  
an  unbiased  fashion.  This  procedure  was  repeated  using  a  10-­‐‑voxel  cut-­‐‑off  to  verify  that  
the   result   would   be   robust   to   changing   thresholds   (Park   et   al.,   2004).   An   identical  
procedure  was  used  to  identify  the  FFA.  
To   assess   the   magnitude   of   repetition   suppression   at   these   functionally  
determined  ROI,  normalized  repetition  suppression   indices:   (PENon-­‐‑repeat  −  PERepeat)/PENon-­‐‑
repeat  were  computed  for  each  load  and  state  and  further  analyzed  using  2-­‐‑way  repeated-­‐‑




3.3.1 Behavioral Results 
Sleep  deprivation  was  associated  with  fewer  correct  detections  of  face  repetition  
(F1,  17   =  13.68,  p  <  0.001;  Fig.  2),  more   false  alarms   (F1,  17    =  6.17,  p  <  0.05)  and  more  non-­‐‑
responses  (t17  =  −4.42,  p  <  0.01).  
There   was  a  main  effect  of  load  (F1,   17   =   13.30,   p   <   0.001)   on   accuracy.  
Participants  detected  the  face  repetition  better  in  the  low-­‐‑  load  condition  relative  to  the  
high-­‐‑load  condition  in  both  states  (RW:  t17  =  4.52,  p  <  0.001;  SD:  t17  =  1.83,  p  <  0.05;  Fig.  2).  
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Figure  2:  Behavioral  results.  Face  repetition  detection  performance  as  measured  by  hit  and  
false   alarm   (FA)   rates   during  RW   and   SD   in   both   low-­‐‑load   and   high-­‐‑load   conditions.   Error  
bars  indicate  standard  error.  (*,  p  <  0.05;  **,  p  <  0.01).  
  
3.3.2 Imaging Findings 
Repetition   suppression   within   the   PPA,   an   indication   of   residual   capacity   to  
process   unattended   stimuli,   was   the   primary   measure   of   visual   processing   capacity.  
There  was  a  main  effect  of  load  (F1,  17  =  5.94,  p  <  0.05)  but  not  state  (F1,  17  =  0.70,  n.s.)  on  the  
repetition  suppression  index.  Critically,  there  was  a  significant  interaction  between  load  
and  state  (F1,  17  =  7.31,   p   <   0.01,   Fig.   3B).   Post-­‐‑hoc   t-­‐‑tests   showed   that   repetition  
suppression  was   significantly  greater   than  zero   in  both  RW  conditions   (low-­‐‑load:   t17   =  
3.67,  p  <  0.01;  high-­‐‑load:  t17  =  3.43,  p  <  0.01)   and  SD  low-­‐‑load   condition   (t17   =   6.09,   p   <  
0.01),   but   not   in   SD  high-­‐‑load   condition   (t17   =   −   0.27,   n.s.).   Similarly   significant   results  
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were  obtained  with  15  functional  voxels  and  10  functional  voxels  PPA  masks.  These  data  
support  the  main  hypothesis  that  SD  reduces  visual  processing  capacity.  
  
Figure  3:  Activation  and  repetition  suppression  effects  in  PPA.  (A)  Activation  in  the  PPA  
corresponding  to  the  different  task  conditions  in  each  of  the  two  states  (*,  p  <  0.05;  **,  p  <  0.01).  
(B)  Repetition  suppression   index  during  RW  and  SD   in   the  PPA  as  a   function  of  perceptual  
load.   Significant   state   by   load   interaction   was   present   (F1,   17   =   7.31,   p   <   0.01).   (C)   Group  
activation   map   showing   the   PPA   (p   <   0.05,   Bonferroni   corrected;   Averaged   Talairach  
Coordinates,  left  PPA:  −29  −50  −11;  right  PPA:  26  −47  −7).  Note  that  the  figure  is  primarily  for  
illustrative  purposes  as  repetition  suppression  was  determined  from  individual  ROIs. 
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Additionally,   the   reduction   in   response   to   faces   in   the   FFA   (F1,   17   =   53.65,   p   <  
0.0001)   was   a   second,   albeit   indirect   marker   of   reduced   visual   processing   capacity  
during  SD,   as   suggested  by   the  positive   correlation  between  SD-­‐‑related  attenuation  of  
FFA  activation  and  reduction  in  performance  accuracy  across  state  (r  =  0.44,  p  <  0.05;  Fig.  
4A).   Attenuation   of   repetition   suppression   correlated   with   change   in   FFA   activation  
across  state  (r  =  0.50,  p  <  0.05;  Fig.  4B).  
  
  
Figure   4:   Correlations   between   FFA   activation,   behavioral   performance   and   PPA  
activation.   (A)   Significant   positive   correlation   (r   =   0.44;   p   <   0.05)   between   SD-­‐‑related  
reduction  in  FFA  (Averaged  Talairach  Coordinates,  left  FFA:  −  43  −  56  −  13;  right  FFA:  38  −  54  −  
14)   activation   during   the   main   task   and   the   magnitude   of   performance   impairment   across  
states.   (B)  Significant   correlation  between   state-­‐‑related   reduction   in  FFA  activation  and  PPA  
repetition  suppression  index  following  SD  (r  =  0.05;  p  <  0.05). 
  
Additionally,  the  SD-­‐‑related  drop  in  FFA  activation  (Fig.  5A)  correlated  with  an  
altered  differential   in  PPA  activation   across   load  during  SD  high-­‐‑load   relative   to   low-­‐‑
load   conditions   (Fig.   5B).   SD  might   correspond   to   the   expected   reduction   in   residual  
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processing   resources   available   for   unattended   house   processing   with   increased  
perceptual   load   and   sleep   deprivation.   (Note   that   as   PPA   signal   is   largely  
inconsequential  to  the  detection  of  face  repetition  it  did  not  correlate  with  behavior.)  
  
  
Figure   5:   Activation   in   FFA   and   correlation   between   FFA   activation   and   repetition  
suppression  index.  (A)  Activation  in  FFA  during  the  face  repetition  detection  task  showed  a  
state   related   change   (F1,   17   =   53.65,   p   <   0.0001).   (B)   There   was   also   a   significant   correlation  
between   the   SD-­‐‑related   reduction   in   FFA   activation   and   decreased   activation   across   load  
conditions  following  SD  (r  =  0.47;  p  <  0.05). 
  
To  determine  the  robustness  of  the  aforesaid  state  effects  in  ventral  visual  cortex  
activation,   we   examined   the   functional   localizer   data   obtained   in   both   RW   and   SD  
conditions.  Significant  decrement  in  both  PPA  (t17  =  3.99,  p  <  0.0001)  and  FFA  activation  
was   observed   (t17   <   4.59,   p   <   0.0001)   (Fig.   6A).   There   was   also   significant   correlation  
between   reduced   repetition   suppression   across   state   and   the   attenuation   of   FFA  
activation  (r  =  0.62,  p  <  0.01;  Fig.  6B).  
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Figure   6:   FFA   and   PPA   activation   in   the   functional   localizer   runs   and   relationship  
with  repetition  suppression  index.  (A)  There  was  a  significant  effect  of  state  on  activation  
in  FFA   (t17   >   4.59,  p   <   0.0001)   and  PPA   (t17   >   3.99,  p   <   0.0001)  during   localizer   runs.   (B)  State-­‐‑
related   reduction   in   FFA   activation   in   the   functional   localizer   runs   correlated  with   reduced  
PPA  repetition  suppression  (r  =  0.62;  p  <  0.01). 
  
To   identify  potentially   important   effects   not   evident   in   the  ROI-­‐‑based   analyses  
within   higher-­‐‑order   visual   cortex,   we   conducted   a   whole   brain   voxel   level   ANOVA.  
Task-­‐‑related   activation   was   observed   in   all   4   conditions   within   brain   regions   that  
comprise   the   task-­‐‑positive   network   (inclusive   of   bilateral   prefrontal   regions,   bilateral  
intra  parietal  sulcus  (IPS)  and  the  medial  frontal  region;  Fig.  7B).  During  RW,  increase  in  
perceptual   load  was  associated  with  higher  activation   in   the  bilateral   frontal  eye   fields  
(FEF)  (t17  =  2.50,  p  <  0.05)  and  bilateral  IPS  (t17  =  1.98,  p  <  0.05).  There  was  an  effect  of  state  
in  bilateral  FEF  (t17  =  3.15,  p  <  0.01)  and  IPS  (t17  =  2.9,  p  <  0.01)  (Fig.  7A).  No  area  showed  
an  interaction  of  state  and  perceptual  load.  
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Figure   7:   Task-­‐‑related   activation   in   fronto-­‐‑parietal   cortices   and   visual   cortices.   (A)  
Effect   of   load   on   activation   in   bilateral   Frontal   Eye   Field   (FEF)   and   bilateral   Intra   Parietal  
Sulcus  (IPS).  During  RW,  higher  perceptual   load  condition  elicited  higher  activation  in  both  
FEF  (t17  >  2.50,  p  <  0.05)  and  IPS  (t17  >  1.98,  p  <  0.05).  Activation  in  FEF  (t17  >  3.15,  p  <  0.01)  and  
IPS   (t17  >  2.9,  p  <  0.01)  was  significantly   reduced  following  SD.   (B)  shows   the   fronto-­‐‑parietal  
and  visual  areas  recruited  by  the  task  across  all  4  conditions.    
  
3.4 Discussion 
We   found   evidence   for   reduced   visual   perceptual   processing   capacity   in   sleep  
deprived  young  adults   in   the   form  of  attenuated  repetition  suppression   to  unattended  
place   scenes   when   the   perceptual   load   associated   with   attended   faces   was   high.  
Additionally,   we   found   that   reduction   in   FFA   activation   following   sleep   deprivation  
may   be   a   secondary  marker   of   lowered   processing   capacity   as   it   was   correlated  with  
behavioral   performance   (face   repetition   detection)   as   well   as   attenuated   repetition  
suppression.  
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3.4.1 Sleep Deprivation Reduces Capacity to Process Task-Irrelevant 
Distractors 
As  predicted  by  the  perceptual  load  model  of  attention  (Lavie,  1995,  Lavie  et  al.,  
2004)  we  found  that  perceptual  difficulty  and  sleep  deprivation  interact  to  attenuate  the  
limited  visual  processing  capacity  available  for  the  unattended  pictures.  This  conclusion  
is   indirect   and   founded   on   the   premise   that   the  magnitude   of   repetition   suppression  
indexes   ‘meaningful’   information   processing.   Prior   functional   imaging   studies   have  
shown   that   higher   repetition   suppression   to   be   related   to   memory   strength   (Turk-­‐‑
Browne  et  al.,  2006)  and  superior  navigational  ability  (Epstein  et  al.,  2003,  Epstein  et  al.,  
2005).  
As   the  magnitude   of   activation   and   repetition   suppression   are   often   positively  
correlated  (Chee  and  Tan,  2007),  lower  repetition  suppression  in  the  SD  condition  could  
potentially  be  due  to  reduced  ventral  visual  cortex  activation.  However,  this  is  unlikely  
here  as   the  repetition  suppression   index  used  was  normalized   to   take   into  account   the  
varied   levels   of   activation   to   non-­‐‑repeated   place   scenes   across   individuals   and   state.  
Perhaps  more   significantly,   repetition   suppression   in   the   low-­‐‑load  condition   following  
SD   resembled   that   in   RW,   indicating   that   lower   activation   does   not   obligate   reduced  
repetition  suppression  (Turk-­‐‑Browne  et  al.,  2007).  
The   significant   associations   between   state-­‐‑related   decline   in   FFA   activation,  
performance  accuracy  and  repetition  suppression   in   the  PPA  suggest   that  state-­‐‑related  
change   in   FFA   can   also   index   perceptual   processing   capacity   in   SD.   Interestingly,  
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although   the   effect   of   increasing   perceptual   load   was   evident   from   reduced   face  
repetition  detection  accuracy  and  higher  fronto-­‐‑parietal  activation  during  RW,  it  was  not  
evident  in  the  FFA  in  either  state.  The  perceptual  load  theory  (Lavie,  1995,  Lavie  et  al.,  
2004)  predicts  that  under  conditions  of  higher  perceptual  load,  there  would  be  stronger  
responses   to   target   stimuli   and   weaker   responses   to   distractors.   This   has   been  
demonstrated   in   an   ERP   study   (Rorden   et   al.,   2008).   However,   the   current   findings  
replicate  previous   results  using   the   same   experimental  design   (Yi   et   al.,   2004)   and   are  
likely  the  consequence  of  the  opposing  effects  of  stimulus  visibility,  which  lowers  visual  
cortex  activation   (Rose  et  al.,   2005,  Gläscher  et  al.,   2007,  Turk-­‐‑Browne  et  al.,   2007)  and  
increase   exercise   of   top-­‐‑down   control   when   stimuli   are   more   difficult   to   perceive  
(Marois  et  al.,  2004).  
  
3.4.2 Functional Utility of ‘Superfluous’ Task-Related Activity  
Across   several   studies,   SD-­‐‑vulnerable   individuals   have   been   found   to   show  
greater  decline   in   task-­‐‑related  activation  when  sleep  deprived  (Lim  et  al.,  2007,  Chuah  
and  Chee,  2008,  Chee  and  Tan,  2010).  As  only  correct  responses  were  analyzed  in  these  
experiments,  trials  in  which  reduced  activation  could  be  attributed  to  volunteers  falling  
asleep  were  excluded.  While  mindful  of  the  neural  efficiency  model  which  suggests  that  
efficient   brains   activate   less   to   successfully   accomplish   a   given   task   (Rypma   and  
Prabhakaran,   2009),   we   hypothesized   that   the   relatively   higher   mean   task-­‐‑related  
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activation  during  RW  has   functional  value   (Chuah  et   al.,   2009).  A   crucial  point   in  our  
argument   is   that   the   relevant   comparison   concerns   activation   elicited   by   the   same  
person  performing  the  identical  task  but  under  two  different  states.  
Reduced   activation   during   SD  may   indicate   that   neurons   or   circuits   functional  
during  RW  go   ‘off-­‐‑line’  during  SD.  While  not  affecting   the  ability   to   respond  correctly  
for   the   given   trial,   there   are   nevertheless   consequences.   Support   for   this   hypothesis  
comes   in   the   form   of   an   observation   that   better   learners   in   a   perceptual   learning   task  
showed  higher  initial  activation  within  the  extrastriate  visual  cortex  and  fronto-­‐‑parietal  
areas   of   the   attentional   network   (Mukai   et   al.,   2007).   In   the   current   experiment,  
participants   showing   a   greater   decrement   in   FFA   activation   following   SD  were   those  
showing   larger  declines   in  performance  accuracy  and   loss  of   repetition   suppression   in  
the  PPA  under  conditions  of  high  perceptual  load,  providing  the  most  direct  evidence  of  
the  functional  significance  of  higher  task  activation  in  the  RW  state.  
The  current  findings  also  provide  a  parsimonious  re-­‐‑interpretation  of  prior  data  
that   suggested   persons   with   higher   task-­‐‑related   activation   during   RW   were   more  
resistant   to   SD   (Mu   et   al.,   2005,  Chee   et   al.,   2006).   This   conclusion  was   not   replicated  
when   volunteers  were   re-­‐‑studied   (Lim   et   al.,   2007).  However,   re-­‐‑examination   of   these  
studies  and  others  that  have  followed  (Chuah  and  Chee,  2008,  Chee  and  Tan,  2010,  Chee  
et  al.,  2010)  indicate  that  it  is  not  the  higher  level  of  activation  in  RW  that  is  critical  but  
the  fall  in  activation  following  SD  that  is  critical.  
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3.5 Conclusion 
Sleep   deprivation   can   impair   cognitive   performance   by   reducing   visual  
processing   capacity.   This  was   indexed   by   the   attenuation   of   repetition   suppression   to  
unattended   stimuli   as  well   as   the   change   in   task-­‐‑related  activation   to  attended   stimuli  
across   state.   When   the   unattended   stimulus   is   not   particularly   intrusive,   sleep  
deprivation  does  not  appear  to  increase  the  effect  of  such  distractors.  
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4. SLEEP DEPRIVATION EXACERBATES TEMPORAL 
LIMITATIONS IN OBJECT PROCESSING 
  
4.1 Introduction 
In  modern  society  where  24  hour  services  have  become  a  mainstay,  it  is  common  
to  have   individuals  working  on   long  shifts,  and  very  often   in  states  of   fatigue  or  sleep  
deprivation.   Sleep   deprivation   (SD)   is   robustly   associated  with   behavioral   lapses   and  
slower   response   times   Many   aspects   of   cognitive   failure   following   sleep   deprivation  
have  been  explored  (Chee  and  Tan,  2007,  Chee  et  al.,  2008,  Lim  and  Dinges,  2008,  Chee  
et   al.,   2010,  Tucker  et   al.,   2010).  However,   the  extent   to  which   it   impairs  our  ability   to  
identify  briefly  and  rapidly  presented  pictures  has  not  been  studied.  
The   human   visual   system   can   detect   briefly   flashed   object   fairly   quickly   and  
accurately  (Potter  and  Faulconer,  1975,  Thorpe  et  al.,  1996,  Grill-­‐‑Spector  and  Kanwisher,  
2005).   Observers   were   able   to   categorize   pictures   that   have   been   exposed   for   only  
around   20ms   (Thorpe   et   al.,   1996).   Even  with   such   sophistication   unrivalled   by  most  
man-­‐‑made   systems,   visual   temporal   processing   is   capacity   limited.   In   real-­‐‑world  
scenarios,   the   surrounding   visual   environment   is   changing   from  moment   to   moment  
across   both   time   and   space;   it   is   common   that   people   need   to   keep   track   of  multiple  
events  occurring  at  close  temporal  proximity.  For  example,  air  traffic  controllers  need  to  
detect  multiple  aircrafts  entering  their  airspace.  When  stimuli  occur  in  quick  succession,  
the  limitation  in  temporal  processing  becomes  even  more  apparent.    
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One  of  the  simplest  paradigms  that  test  the  temporal  limits  of  processing  streams  
of  basic  visual  features  is  the  flicker  fusion  test.  By  varying  the  frequency  of  the  flashing  
light,  the  threshold  at  which  one  cannot  differentiate  two  consecutive  flashes  of  light  as  
separate  is  defined  as  the  critical  flicker  fusion  threshold.  Changes  involving  flicker  can  
be  detected  at  rates  as  high  as  30-­‐‑50  Hz  (Kelly,  1961).  It  has  been  used  as  an  indication  of  
information   processing   capacity   and   used,   a   test   of   fitness   for   duty   (Eagleman,   2009),  
drug   effects,   and   as   a   potential   measure   of   early   symptoms   of   some   neurological  
diseases   such   as   Alzheimer’s   disease   (Curran   and   Wattis,   2000).   The   test   is   a   useful  
measure  of  temporal  processing  limitation  and  capacity;  however,  it  does  not  inform  us  
about  the  underlying  neural  correlates  or  location  of  limitation.    
Rapid  serial  visual  presentation  (RSVP)  sequences  of  more  complex  stimuli,  such  
as   letters,  digits  or  visual  objects,  have  been  used  frequently  for   investigating  attention  
across   time   (Potter   and   Levy,   1969).   By   pushing   the   visual   temporal   processing  
mechanism  to  its   limit,  researchers  are  able  to  assess  the  rate  at  which  information  can  
be  analyzed  (Potter  and  Levy,  1969,  Chun  and  Wolfe,  2001,  Colten  and  Altevogt,  2006).  
McKeeff   (2007)   used   RSVP   sequences   of   faces   and   houses   to   assess   the   temporal  
response  properties   of   different   visual   regions,   in   an   effort   to   understand   relationship  
between  the  cortical  processing  in  different  visual  regions  and  temporal  capacity  limit  in  
object   recognition.   The   visual   system   is   often   thought   of   as   a   chain   of   visual   areas  
containing   neurons   responding   to   increasingly   complex   stimulus   structures.  With   the  
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use  of  complex  pictures  like  faces  and  houses,  the  examination  of  fMRI  response  along  
the   visual   pathway  was   possible.   The   study   showed   a   systematic   decline   in   temporal  
frequency  response  across  the  visual  hierarchy  and  suggested  that  the  limit  in  temporal  
processing  of  complex  objects  may  reflect  a  fundamental  limit  in  the  processing  capacity  
of  the  high-­‐‑level  object-­‐‑selective  visual  areas  along  the  visual  pathway,  more  specifically  
the  fusiform  face  area  and  the  parahippocampal  place  area  (PPA)  in  this  case.  High-­‐‑level  
object-­‐‑selective  areas  are  sensitive  to  a  much  lower  range  of   temporal   frequencies   than  
early  visual  areas.  It  implied  that  as  visual  information  is  transferred  from  low-­‐‑  to  high-­‐‑
level  areas,  there  is  a  progressive  loss  in  the  temporal  processing  capacity  of  the  human  
visual  system.  
These   limitations   often   show   state   related   differences   an   example   of   which   is  
sleep   deprivation.   In   the   present   study,   we   tried   to   characterize   the   effect   of   sleep  
deprivation  on  temporal  processing  capacity,  the  rate  at  which  visual  information  can  be  
processed.   To   this   end,  we   used   rapid   serial   visual   presentation   (RSVP)   sequences   of  
houses   at   different   presentation   rates   (McKeeff   et   al.,   2007)   to   identify   the   locations  
along   the  visual  pathway   (V1-­‐‑V3  and  PPA)  and  cognitive   control   regions  where   rapid  
processing  of  pictures  are  impaired.  We  predicted  that  following  sleep  deprivation,  PPA  
would   show   a   reduction   in   the   signal   elicited   across   all   rates   of   presentation,   with  
greater  drop  at  higher  rates.  Also,  PPA  maximal  activation  would  be  elicited  at  a  slower  
presentation  rates  in  comparison  to  RW  (Fig.  8A).  In  contrast,  V1  -­‐‑  V3  activation  would  
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be  relatively  less  affected  by  SD  (Fig.  8B).  In  addition,  we  extended  our  investigation  of  
temporal   response  properties   to   the   cognitive   control   regions   such   as   the   intraparietal  
sulcus  (IPS),  frontal  eye  field  (FEF)  and  pre  supplementary  motor  area  (preSMA),  trying  
to  uncover  additional  possible   limitations   in   information  processing  beyond   the  visual  
areas.  
  
Figure   8:   Schematic   showing   the   predicted   fMRI   responses   as   a   function   of  
presentation   frequency   in   different   visual   areas   following   sleep   deprivation.   (A)   In  
PPA.  (B)  In  V1  –  V3.    
  
4.2 Materials and Methods 
  
4.2.1 Participants 
Fifteen  healthy  right-­‐‑handed  participants  (mean  age  20  ±  1.3  years)   took  part   in  
this  study.  
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4.2.2 Experimental Design  
The   experiment   investigates   how   SD   influences   temporal   processing   limitation  
and  the  neural  substrate(s)  underlying  the  limits  in  SD.  The  task  stimuli  were  grey  scale  
images   of   houses   (10°   x   10°).   Prior   to   each   experimental   run,   participants  memorized  
two  house  targets.  This  was  followed  by  a  short  recognition  test   to  ensure  participants  
remembered  the  targets.  This  procedure  preceded  functional  imaging.  
The  functional  imaging  section  of  each  experimental  session  (RW,  SD)  comprised  
six   runs.   In   each   run,   participants   viewed   rapid   serial   visual   presentation   (RSVP)  
sequences   of   house   images   presented   at   various   temporal   rates,   1,   2,   4,   6,   8.5   and   15  
images/s  (monitor  frame  rate,  60  Hz).  Each  8-­‐‑s  trial  consisted  of  a  4-­‐‑s  RSVP  sequence  and  
a   4-­‐‑s   fixation  period   (Fig.   9).   The   sequences  were   counterbalanced   in   such   a  way   that  
each  condition  (temporal  presentation  rate)  was  equally  preceded  and  followed  by  every  
other  presentation  rate.  Participants’  task  was  to  report  which  of  the  two  possible  target  
houses  appeared  in  each  RSVP  sequence.  One  and  only  one  target  was  present  in  each  
sequence.  Participants  responded  using  their  right   index  and  middle  fingers  via  a  MR-­‐‑
compatible   response   box   (Current   Designs,   Philadelphia,   USA).   They   were   asked   to  
make  a  response  at  the  end  of  each  sequence  as  accurately  and  as  quickly  as  possible.  
Participants   viewed   task   stimuli   using   MR-­‐‑compatible   LCD   goggles   (Nordic  
Neurolab,  Bergen,  Norway).  An  eye  camera  was  used   to  continuously  monitor   for  eye  
closures.  Participants  were  prompted  through  the  intercom  system  whenever  they  failed  
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to  respond  to  two  consecutive  trials  to  ensure  that  they  did  not  fall  asleep  for  a  sustained  
interval.    
 
Figure  9:  Schematic  of   the  experimental   task.  Each  participant  performed  10  runs  of   the  
task.   In   each   run,   34   4-­‐‑s   RSVP   sequences   of   house   images   were   presented   at   six   different  
presentation   frequencies,   1,   2,   4,   6,   8.5   and   15   images/s.   In   the   target   recognition   task,  
participants  reported  which  of  the  two  possible  targets  was  present  at  the  end  of  the  sequence.   
  
  
4.2.3 Functional Localizer  
Functional   localizer   scans   were   conducted   using   the   well-­‐‑documented  
procedures   in   a   separate   session   to   identify   the   PPA   for   each   individual   participant  
(Kanwisher  et  al.,  1997,  Epstein  and  Kanwisher,  1998,  Tong  et  al.,  1998).  This  comprised  
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two  runs,  each  of  which  consisted  of  16  alternating  house  and  face  blocks.  Twenty  house  
or   face   images   were   shown   in   each   block,   each   appearing   from   300ms   followed   by  
500ms  of   fixation.  Stimuli  used   in   the   localizer   runs  had   identical  dimensions  as   those  
used  in  the  main  experiment  (10°  x  10°).  After  every  four  blocks  of  presentation,  a  16-­‐‑s  
fixation  period  followed.    
  
4.2.4 Imaging Procedure 
Structural   and   functional   images   were   acquired   on   a   3-­‐‑Tesla   Tim   Trio   system  
(Siemens,  Erlangen,  Germany)  using  a  12-­‐‑channel  head  coil.    
Functional   images   for   the   main   experiments   and   functional   localizer   were  
collected  using  a  gradient  echo-­‐‑planar  imaging  sequence  with  TR  2000  ms,  TE  30  ms,  FA  
75   degrees,   FOV   192   ×   192   mm   and   a   64   ×   64   pixel   matrix   was.   For   each   functional  
volume,  thirty-­‐‑six  oblique  axial  slices  (3  mm  thick  with  a  0.3  mm  inter-­‐‑slice  gap)  parallel  
to   the   AC-­‐‑PC   line   were   acquired.   High-­‐‑resolution   coplanar   T1-­‐‑weighted   anatomical  
images   were   also   obtained.   For   the   purpose   of   image   display   in   Talairach   space,   an  
additional  high-­‐‑resolution  anatomical  reference  image  was  acquired  using  an  MPRAGE  
sequence  (TR  2300ms,  TI  900ms,  flip  angle  9°,  BW  240  Hz/pixel,  FOV  256  x  240mm,  256  x  
256  matrix;  resulting  voxel  dimensions:  1.0  x  1.0  x  1.0  mm).  
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4.2.5 Data Analysis  
The   functional   images   were   processed   using   Brain   Voyager   QX   version   1.10.4  
(Brain   Innovation,   Maastricht,   the   Netherlands)   and   custom   routines   written   in  
MATLAB   (Mathworks).   All   functional   images   were   realigned   using   rigid-­‐‑body  
transformation   to   the   first   image   of   the   functional   run   that  was   acquired   immediately  
before  the  coplanar  T1-­‐‑weighted  image.  Inter-­‐‑slice  timing  differences  attributable  to  slice  
acquisition  order  were  adjusted  using  trilinear  and  sinc  interpolation.  Gaussian  filtering  
was   applied   in   the   spatial   domain   using   a   smoothing   kernel   of   4-­‐‑mm   FWHM   for  
individual   level   activation   maps.   The   T1-­‐‑weighted   images   were   used   to   register   the  
functional   data   set   and   the   resulting   aligned   images  were   transformed   into   Talairach  
space.  
The   functional   imaging   data   for   the   target   discrimination   task   was   analyzed  
using   a   general   linear   model   with   six   main   predictors,   one   for   each   presentation  
frequency   (1,   2,   4,   6,   8.5   and   15   images/s),   in   both   states.  Missed   trials  were  modeled  
using  a  separate  predictor.  Each  predictor  was  created  by  convolving  relevant  trials  with  
a  canonical  double  gamma  hemodynamic  response  function.    
The  PPA  was  defined  in  each  individual  using  the  contrast  of  house  versus  face  
blocks  in  the  functional  localizer  scans.  Voxels  with  maximum  activation  from  both  sides  
were   picked   (p   <   10-­‐‑10,   uncorrected)   and   a   cube   (9×9×9mm)  was   defined   around   each  
peak  voxel  as  the  PPA  region  of  interest  (ROI).      
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The  activation  amplitudes  in  PPA  as  a  function  of  temporal  rate  for  each  subject  
were   calculated.   Peaks   of   these   temporal   response   functions   in   RW   and   SD   were  
determined   by   fitting   both   quadratic   and   cubic   curves   to   the   data,   as   the   temporal  
tuning   curves   in  PPA   followed  an   inverted-­‐‑U  profile.   The   rates   at  which  highest  PPA  




4.3.1 Behavioral Results 
Participants  responded  less  accurate  following  a  night  of  sleep  deprivation  (F1,  13  
=  8.61;  p  <  0.05).  Also,  as  expected,  performance  accuracy  also  declined  as  a  function  of  
presentation  rates  (F1,  13  =  82.04;  p  <  0.0001;  Fig.  10A).  Significant  state  by  rate  interaction  
(F5,  13  =  4.14;  p  <  0.005)  was  present  for  response  time,   in  addition  to  the  main  effects  of  
both  state  (F1,  13  =  5.33;  p  <  0.05)  and  rate  (F5,  13  =  19.93;  p  <  0.0001;  Fig.  10B).    
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Figure   10:   Behavioral   results.   (A)   Performance   accuracy   was   impaired   by   both   sleep  
deprivation  (F1,  13  =  8.61;  p  <  0.05)  and  higher  presentation  frequency  (F1,  13  =  82.04;  p  <  0.0001).  
(B)  Significant  state  by  rate  interaction  (F5,  13  =  4.14;  p  <  0.005)  was  present  for  response  time,  in  
addition  to  the  main  effects  of  both  state  (F1,  13  =  5.33;  p  <  0.05)  and  rate  (F1,  13  =  19.93;  p  <  0.0001).  
 
4.3.2 Imaging Findings 
In PPA, activity levels varied as a function of presentation rate (F5, 13 = 31.71; p < 
0.0001). There was also a main effect of state (F1, 13 = 9.39; p < 0.01) whereby SD 
reduced PPA activation. A robust state by rate interaction was present in PPA (F5, 13 = 
3.95; p < 0.005), indicating that temporal response profiles reliably differed across 
states. Critically, SD induced a leftward shift in the PPA temporal frequency tuning 
curve. Comparing the peaks obtained from the fitted cubic curves, it showed that PPA 
maximal activation was elicited at around 6 images/s in RW, while at 4 images/s 
following SD (t13 = 3.29, p < 0.005). Fitting using quadratic curves showed similar 
results, a significant difference between RW and SD (t13 = 2.81, p < 0.05).  
In contrast, V1 showed a monotonic increase in activation as a function of 
temporal frequency (F5, 13 = 22.96; p < 0.0001). SD did not substantially attenuate V1 
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activity (F1, 13 = 3.91; n.s.) or interact with presentation frequency to modulate its activity 
(F5, 13 = 1.91; n.s.).  
  
Figure  11:  Temporal   response  profiles  across  state  and  presentation  rate   in  PPA  and  
V1.   A   significant   state   by   rate   interaction  was   present   in   PPA   (F5,  13   =   3.95;   p   <   0.005).   Peak  
activation   was   elicited   at   a   slower   presentation   rate   following   SD.   In   V1,   only   rate  
significantly   modulated   activity   (F1,   13   =   22.96;   p   <   0.0001).   In   a   three-­‐‑way   repeated  measure  
ANOVA   with   factors   of   brain   region,   state   and   rate,   all   the   two-­‐‑way   interactions   were  
significant,  namely  region  by  state  (F1,  13  =  9.37;  p  <  0.01),  area  by  rate  (F5,  13  =  25.32;  p  <  0.0001)  
and   state   by   rate   (F5,   13   =   3.42;   p   <   0.01).   The   results   suggest   that   PPA   and   V1   activities   are  
differentially  modulated  by  state  and  rate.  
  
In a three-way repeated measure ANOVA with factors of brain region, state and 
rate, all the two way interactions were significant, namely region by state (F1, 13 = 9.37; p 
< 0.01), area by rate (F5, 13 = 25.32; p < 0.0001) and state by rate (F5, 13 = 3.42; p < 0.01). 
The results suggest that PPA and V1 activities are differentially modulated by state and 
by rate.   
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4.3 Discussion 
Here  we  used  RSVP  sequence  of  complex  objects,  houses  in  this  case,  aiming  to  
identify  the  neural  cortical  regions  that  account  for  the  worsened  rapid  object  processing  
following  sleep  deprivation.    
We   found   that   sleep   deprivation   exacerbates   the   limits   in   visual   object  
processing,   which   is   likely   to   arise   from   worsened   speed   of   processing   in   PPA.  
Following   SD,   in   addition   to   a   reduction   in   activity   in   PPA,   the   presentation   rate   at  
which  peak  PPA  fMRI  responses  elicited  was  shifted  to  a  slower  range,  while  activation  
and  temporal  tuning  of  the  early  visual  regions  was  relatively  less  disturbed.  
  
4.3.1 Sleep Deprivation Slows Temporal Processing Along the Visual 
Cortices 
In   the   well-­‐‑rested   state,   in   line   with   previous   studies   (McKeeff   et   al.,   2007,  
Gauthier   et   al.,   2012),   we   found   that   there   is   progressive   loss   of   sensitivity   to   high  
presentation  rates   traversing  upwards  along  the  visual  processing  hierarchy.  The  early  
visual  regions  are  involved  in  processing  of  low-­‐‑level  features  (Boynton  et  al.,  1999,  Ress  
and  Heeger,  2003,  Grill-­‐‑Spector  and  Malach,  2004).  V1  activity  is  similar  regardless  of  the  
semantic   complexity   of   the   stimuli   (Grill-­‐‑Spector,   2003)   and   was   less   affected   by  
shortening  image  exposure  (Grill-­‐‑Spector  et  al.,  2000).  In  the  object-­‐‑selective  areas,  as  the  
perceptual   processing   becomes   increasingly   more   complex   and   integration   of  
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information   requires   longer   time,   slower   presentation   rates   are   needed   for   cortical  
activation  increment    
SD   further   slows   temporal   processing   of   visual   objects.   The   SD-­‐‑related  
exacerbation  is  likely  to  result  from  the  reduction  in  temporal  sensitivity  in  PPA,  rather  
than  in  the  early  visual  areas.  SD  has  dissociable  effects  on  temporal  tuning  in  the  early  
and   higher   visual   cortices.   While   the   early   visual   areas   are   relatively   less   disturbed  
following   sustained  wakefulness   (Chee   and   Tan,   2010,   Chee   et   al.,   2011),   SD   strongly  
reduced  PPA  activation  (Chee  et  al.,  2010,  Kong  et  al.,  2011,  2012).  More  importantly,  the  
attenuation   was   not   a   simple   rate   independent   down   shift   of   activation,   SD   interacts  
with  presentation   rates,   resulting   in   a   shift   in   rate   eliciting  maximal  PPA  activation   to  
slower  range,  further  reducing  PPA’s  sensitivity  towards  high  presentation  rates.  
  As   such,   behaviorally,   in   contrast   to   the   significant   impairment   of   temporal  
processing  of  more  complex  visual  objects,   like  those  in  this  study,  rapid  processing  of  
simple  visual  features  or  shapes,  which  does  not  appreciably  activate  the  higher  visual  
cortices,   is  affected  to  a  less  extent.  Critical  fusion  frequency,  an  indication  of  temporal  
processing   capacity   of  more   basic   visual   features,   showed  mixed   results   following   SD  
(Lee  et  al.,  2002)  or  restricted  sleep  (Leonard  et  al.,  1998).    
Attention   interacts   with   presentation   frequency   to   modulate   the   tuning  
properties  of  higher  visual  areas,  but  not  the  early  visual  areas  (Gauthier  et  al.,  2012).  In  
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the   study,   top   down   attentional   level   towards   the   visual   object   (faces   and   houses)  
sequence  was  manipulated  by   focusing  attention  on   the  center   fixation  rather   than   the  
object   sequence,   allocating   less   processing   resources   to   the   image   sequence.  
Consequently,   in   the   higher   visual   areas,   the   tuning   peak   was   elicited   at   slower  
presentation  rate.  Similarities  can  be  drawn  between  this  scenario  and  sleep  deprivation.  
This   reduced   temporal   sensitivity   following   SD   ties   closely   to   the   faltered   attention  
(Chee  et  al.,  2008)  and  loss  of  processing  capacity,  especially  in  the  higher  visual  cortices  
(Kong  et  al.,  2011).  
  
4.3.2 Worsened temporal processing limits and a reduced neural 
circuits following sleep deprivation 
Chee  et  al.   (2011)   suggested   that  SD   lead   to  a   reduced   functional  neural   circuit  
online.   This   hypothesis   finds   strong   supports   in   animal   neurophysiological   studies,  
where   episodes   of   neurons   going   completely   ‘offline’   or   local   unresponsiveness   were  
observed  following  sustained  wakefulness,  locally  resembling  properties  of  sleep.  These  
periods  of   local   sleep  were   found   in  both   the  extrastriate   cortices   (Pigarev  et   al.,   1997)  
and   frontal   and   parietal   regions   (Vyazovskiy   et   al.,   2011),   even   when   the   animals  
continued  to  perform  at  behaviorally  reasonable  levels.    
In   single   cell   recording,  high  presentation   rates   lead   to   attenuation  of   response  
magnitude,  decrease  in  discrimination  probability  and  latency  and  reduction  in  number  
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of   neurons   discriminating   in   monkey   superior   temporal   sulcus   (STS)   neurons   that  
responded   selectively   to   complex   patterns   (Keysers   et   al.,   2001).   According   to   the  
proposed  model,  following  SD,  with  less  number  of  neurons  active,  quality  of  neuronal  
representation   and   discriminability   are   reduced   and   the   duration   to   discriminating  
signal   lengthens.   Consequently,   the   temporal   sensitivity   of   extrastriate   visual   areas   to  
high  presentation  frequencies  is  further  reduced.  As  fMRI  exploits  the  group  of  neurons’  
metabolism  and  records  firing  behavior  of  neural  assemblies,   the  neuronal  changes  are  
reflected  as  a  shifted  peak  activity  and  attenuated  activation  in  PPA.    
Following   SD,   even   at   the   slowest   rate,   an   attenuated   activation   is   observed.  
Previous  studies  showed  that  even  for  correctly  responded  trials  (Chee  and  Chuah,  2007,  
Chee  et  al.,  2008,  Kong  et  al.,  2011,  2012),  an  attenuation  of  activation  was  observed.  A  
reduced   number   of   neurons   being   active   may   reflect   a   minimal   number   of   circuits  
required  to  fulfill  the  task  goals  in  SD,  so  as  to  improve  efficiency  and  conserve  energy  
under  unfavorable  conditions.  However,  the  extra  task-­‐‑related  activation  during  RW  has  
functional  values  (Kong  et  al.,  2011).  The  lack  of  redundancy  at  the  same  time  increases  
system   instability   and  may   render   the   system  more   susceptible   to   random   fluctuation  
and  perturbations,  manifesting  as  an  impairment  in  behavioral  performance  even  at less 
demanding conditions (Chee and Chuah, 2007, Kong et al., 2012).  
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5. FUNCTIONAL IMAGING CORRELATES OF IMPAIRED 
DISTRACTOR SUPPRESSION FOLLOWING SLEEP 
DEPRIVATION 
  
This  chapter  is  based  on  Kong  et  al.  (2012).  
5.1 Introduction 
Given  limited  time  to  analyze  a  cluttered  scene,  it  quickly  becomes  evident  that  
remarkable  as  the  visual  system  is,  it  has  finite  processing  capacity.  Such  capacity  limits  
can   be   revealed   in   controlled   settings   through   experiments   evaluating   visual   search,  
visual   short-­‐‑term  memory  capacity  or   the  attentional  blink   (Marois  and   Ivanoff,   2005).  
The   results   of   goal-­‐‑directed   visual   searches   performed   under   time   constraints   can   be  
improved  by  being  selective  about  what  we  attend  to  and  by  suppressing  task-­‐‑irrelevant  
distractors  (Dux  and  Marois,  2008).  Realizing  such  ‘focus’  can  benefit   the   identification  
of  threatening  persons,  objects  or  medically  significant  image  features.  
In   real   life,   security   screening,   baggage   threat   detection   and   emergency  
radiological  diagnosis  involve  complex  visual  environments  that  are  often  carried  out  by  
fatigued  and  sleep-­‐‑deprived  persons.  Contrastingly,  investigations  into  visual  attention  
have   largely   focused   on   relatively   well-­‐‑rested   individuals   (Kastner   and   Ungerleider,  
2000).  
Filling  the  gap,  functional  imaging  studies  of  attention  in  sleep  deprived  persons  
(Drummond  et   al.,   2005b,  Tomasi   et   al.,   2009,  Tucker   et   al.,   2011a)  have  demonstrated  
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that  lateral  fronto-­‐‑parietal  cortices,  which  are  responsible  for  the  biasing  of  attention  or  
cognitive  control,  showed  attenuated  activation  (Chee  et  al.,  2008,  Chee  and  Tan,  2010,  
Chee  et  al.,  2011).  Accompanying  the   lowered  biasing  signals   is  reduced  ventral  visual  
cortex  activity  (Chee  et  al.,  2010,  Lim  et  al.,  2010)  whose  shift  across  states  correlates  with  
behavioral   performance   decline   (Chee   and   Chuah,   2008,   Chee   and   Tan,   2010),  
contributing   to  our  understanding  of   the  mechanisms  underlying  altered  behaviour   in  
sleep-­‐‑deprived  persons.  
Relevant   to   the   present   study,   the   downstream   effects   of   eroded   top   down  
control   of   selective   attention   include   reduced   visual   cortex   activation   in   a   visual-­‐‑
category  specific  manner.  Examining  how  selectively  attending  to  faces  or  place  scenes  
differentially   influences  maximal   parahippocampal   place   area   (PPA)   activation   across  
states   has   enabled   the   detection   of   loss   of   selectivity   of   attention   as   well   as   reduced  
perceptual  processing  capacity  following  SD.  Selectivity  is  evidenced  by  the  differential  
activation   of   PPA   for   attended   and   ignored   place   pictures   when   viewing   pictures  
containing  a  mixture  of  places  and  faces.  In  contrast,  examining  activation  in  the  fronto-­‐‑
parietal  areas  in  this  setting  does  not  help  discern  loss  of  selectivity  nor  does  this  activity  
distinguish   between   the   enhancement   of   targets   and   the   suppression   of   distractors.  
Signals   relating   to   target   enhancement   or   distractor   suppression   are   both   top-­‐‑down  
signals  generated  by  frontoparietal  regions  and  can  contribute  to  differential  activation  
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of   the   PPA   in   response   to   attended   places/ignored   faces   relative   to   attended  
faces/ignored  places.  
Early   studies   of   selective   attention   focused   on   the   top-­‐‑down   enhancement   or  
facilitation  of  relevant  target  information  (Kastner  and  Ungerleider,  2000,  Gazzaley  et  al.,  
2005a)   but   subsequent   investigations   have   revealed   that   irrelevant   spatial   locations,  
features  or   objects   are  not   simply  passively   ignored,   they   are   also   actively   suppressed  
(Neumann  and  DeSchepper,   1991,  Reynolds  and  Chelazzi,   2004,  Wegener   et   al.,   2008).  
The   behavioral   advantage   of   selective   attention   may   thus   arise   from   reduced  
interference  from  irrelevant  information  at  early  stages  of  visual  processing  (Rutman  et  
al.,   2010).   Although   it   is   well   established   that   selective   attention   can   be   impaired  
following  a  night  of  total  SD,  it  is  not  known  if  target  enhancement  and  suppression  are  
equally  affected  or  if  the  latter  is  more  severely  depressed.  
Although   some   contrary   views   have   emerged   (Tucker   et   al.,   2011b),   most  
behavioral  studies  on  healthy  cognitive  aging  have  shown  loss  of  cognitive  inhibition  to  
be   a   core   cognitive   deficit   perhaps   second   only   to   the   decline   in   speed   of   processing  
(Hasher,  1988,  Salthouse,  2000).  Recent  functional  imaging  studies  (Gazzaley  et  al.,  2005b,  
Gazzaley   et   al.,   2008,   Zanto   and   Gazzaley,   2009)   suggest   that   enhancement   and  
suppression   represent   at   least   two,   partially   dissociable   neural   mechanisms   that   can  
account   for   performance   decline   associated   with   cognitive   aging.   Compared   to   their  
younger   counterparts,   healthy   older   adults   show   lower   suppression   of   task   irrelevant  
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distractors   despite   having   relatively   intact   enhancement   of   task-­‐‑relevant   stimuli  
(Gazzaley  et  al.,  2005a).  
In  keeping  with  investigations  showing  similarities  between  functional  deficits  in  
cognitive  aging  and  sleep  deprivation  (Harrison  et  al.,  2000),  we  predicted  the  existence  
of   dissociable   effects   of   SD   on   brain   activation   involving   preserved   enhancement   of  
attended   objects   and   impaired   suppression   of   distractors.   To   test   this   hypothesis,   we  
presented  participants  with  a  stream  of  spatially  superimposed  house  and  face   images  
(O'ʹCraven  et  al.,  1999,  Yi  and  Chun,  2005),  instructing  them  to  selectively  attend  to  either  
faces  or  houses.  Enhancement   and   suppression  of  houses   as   a   function  of   attention  or  
inhibition   were   assessed   relative   to   the   activation   elicited   by   the   passive   viewing   of  
similar   superimposed   face/house   pictures.   To   ensure   that   altered   suppression   of  
irrelevant  distracters  was  not  masked  by  inter-­‐‑individual  variation  in  tolerance  to  sleep  
deprivation,  each  volunteer  was  studied  twice,  once  following  a  night  of  adequate  sleep  
and  again  after  a  night  of  total  sleep  deprivation.  
  
5.2 Materials and Methods 
  
5.2.1 Participants 
Twenty-­‐‑two  healthy   right-­‐‑handed  participants   (mean  age  20.0  ±  1.3  years)   took  
part  in  this  study.  
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5.2.2 Experimental Design  
The   experiment   investigated   how   SD   influences   top-­‐‑down   enhancement   and  
suppression   of   activation   in   ventral   visual   cortex.   The   task   stimuli   were   gray-­‐‑scale  
images  of  faces,  houses  and  superimposed  house-­‐‑face  images  (8°  ×  8°).  The  images  were  
not  repeated  and  the  pairing  of  face  and  house  images  was  randomized  across  different  
participants   and   sessions.   There  were   five   conditions,   attend   face   (AF,   individual   face  
images),   attend   face   ignore   house   (AFIH,   superimposed   house-­‐‑face   images),   attend  
house   (AH,   individual   house   images),   attend   house   ignore   face   (AHIF,   superimposed  
house-­‐‑face   images)   and   passive   view   (CTRL,   superimposed   house-­‐‑face   images)   (Fig.  
11A).    
Prior  to  each  experimental  run,  participants  memorized  a  face  target  and  a  house  
target.  This  was  followed  by  a  short  recognition  test  to  ensure  participants  remembered  
the  targets.    This  procedure  preceded  functional  imaging.  
The  functional  imaging  section  of  each  experimental  session  (RW,  SD)  comprised  
ten  runs.  Each  run  comprised  trials  belonging  to  one  of   the  5   task  conditions.  These   in  
turn  were  organized  into  five  randomized  blocks.  Prior  to  each  block,  a  1s  auditory  cue  
instructed  the  participants  to  either:  attend  to  house  pictures  (AH  and  AHIF),  attend  to  
face  pictures  (AF  and  AFIH),  or  passively  view  the  images  (CTRL).  Participants  had  to  
detect   if  a  target  was  present  during  each  trial   in  AH,  AHIF,  AF  and  AFIH  conditions.  
For  the  CTRL  condition,  participants  had  to  press  the  ‘Yes’  button  as  soon  as  they  saw  a  
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picture  appearing  on  the  screen.  This  requirement  of  a  response  was  to  ensure  that  the  
participants  were  viewing  the  stimuli.  There  were  seven  trials  in  each  block,  each  picture  
was  shown  for  1s,  followed  by  fixation  such  that  the  duration  of  each  trial  was  4,  6  or  8s  
(Fig.  11B).  Each  block  lasted  between  54-­‐‑58s  (depending  on  the  length  of  the  cue  period).  
Each  run  lasted  252s  and  the  total  duration  of  the  entire  fMRI  experiment  excluding  the  
2-­‐‑3  minute  breaks  between  each  run,  was  42  minutes.    
  
 
Figure   12:   Schematic   of   the   experiment   design.   (A)   Examples   of   each   of   the   four   task  
conditions:  attend  face   (AF),  attend  face   ignore  house  (AFIH),  attend  house  (AH),  and  attend  
house   ignore   face   (AHIF).   Passive   view   condition   (CTRL)   is   not   shown.   (B)   Example   of   one  
task  block.  The  five  conditions  were  blocked  in  randomized  order  within  each  run.  Each  block  
was   preceded   by   an   auditory   cue,   informing   participants   to   attend   to   house,   face   or   to  
passively  view  the  pictures.    
  
Participants   viewed   task   stimuli   using   MR-­‐‑compatible   LCD   goggles   (Nordic  
Neurolab,  Bergen,  Norway)  and  responded  with  a  button  box  held  in  the  right  hand.  An  
eye   camera   was   used   to   continuously   monitor   for   eye   closures.   Participants   were  
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prompted   through   the   intercom   system   whenever   they   failed   to   respond   to   two  
consecutive  trials  to  ensure  that  they  did  not  fall  asleep  for  a  sustained  interval.    
A   self-­‐‑paced   post-­‐‑experiment   recognition   task   was   administered   outside   the  
scanner   following   the   imaging   experiment,   in   both   RW   and   SD   sessions.   Participants  
viewed  200  house  pictures   in  each  session,  of  which  100  were  old  and  100  were  novel.  
The   100   old   house   images   include   8   that  were   target   houses   and   23   non-­‐‑target   house  
images  from  each  of  the  other  4  conditions.  All  stimuli  were  randomly  ordered  and  the  
participants  were  instructed  to  give  a  confidence  judgment  about  whether  each  stimulus  
was  old  or  new:  1—definitely  new;  2—probably  new;  3—probably  old;  4—definitely  old.  
The   post-­‐‑experiment   recognition   index   for   each   condition   was   calculated   for   each  
participant   by   subtracting   the   rating   of   the   novel   house   stimuli   from   the   mean  
familiarity   rating   of   the   house   images   for   each   of   the   other   conditions   (Rutman   et   al.,  
2010,  Clapp  and  Gazzaley,  2012).  
  
5.2.3 Imaging Parameters  
Images   were   acquired   on   a   3-­‐‑Tesla   Tim   Trio   system   (Siemens,   Erlangen,  
Germany).  A  gradient  echo-­‐‑planar  imaging  sequence  with  TR  2000  ms,  TE  30  ms,  FA  75  
degrees,  FOV  192  ×  192  mm  and  a  64  ×  64  pixel  matrix  was  used  to  acquire   functional  
images.  Thirty-­‐‑six  oblique  axial  slices  (3  mm  thick  with  a  0.3  mm  inter-­‐‑slice  gap)  parallel  
to   the   AC-­‐‑PC   line   were   acquired.   High-­‐‑resolution   coplanar   T1-­‐‑weighted   anatomical  
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images   were   also   obtained.   For   the   purpose   of   image   display   in   Talairach   space,   an  
additional  high-­‐‑resolution  anatomical  reference  image  was  acquired  using  an  MPRAGE  
sequence  (TR  2300ms,  TI  900ms,  flip  angle  9°,  BW  240  Hz/pixel,  FOV  256  x  240mm,  256  x  
256  matrix;  resulting  voxel  dimensions:  1.0  x  1.0  x  1.0  mm).  
  
5.2.4 Imaging Analysis  
The   functional   images   were   processed   using   Brain   Voyager   QX   version   1.10.  
(Brain   Innovation,  Maastricht,   the  Netherlands).   All   functional   images  were   realigned  
using   rigid-­‐‑body   transformation   to   the   first   image   of   the   functional   run   that   was  
acquired   immediately   before   the   coplanar   T1-­‐‑weighted   image.   Inter-­‐‑slice   timing  
differences  attributable  to  slice  acquisition  order  were  adjusted  using  trilinear  and  sinc  
interpolation.  Gaussian   filtering  was   applied   in   the   spatial   domain  using   a   smoothing  
kernel   of   4-­‐‑mm  FWHM   for   individual   level   activation  maps.   The  T1-­‐‑weighted   images  
were   used   to   register   the   functional   data   set   and   the   resulting   aligned   images   were  
transformed  into  Talairach  space.  
The   functional   imaging   data   was   analyzed   using   a   general   linear   model   with  
eight   predictors   of   interest   and   three   nuisance   predictors.   The   predictors   of   interest  
comprised   one   for   each   condition   (face   cue,   house   cue,   control   cue,   AF,   AFIH,   AH,  
AHIF,  CTRL),   in  both  RW  and  SD  states.  The  nuisance  predictors   comprised   incorrect  
trials,   missed   trials   and   trials   where   targets   were   present.   Only   correctly   reject   trials  
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where  the  target  was  absent  were  used  for  further  analysis.  Each  predictor  was  created  
by   convolving   relevant   trials  with   a   canonical   double   gamma  hemodynamic   response  
function.    
The   PPA  was   defined   in   each   individual   using   the   contrast   of   AH   versus   AF  
conditions  in  each  state.  Fifteen  functional  voxels  (3x3x3mm  each)  from  each  side  of  the  
brain  with   the  maximum  PEAH  –  PEAF   (PE:  parameter  estimate)  values  were  defined  as  
the  PPA  region  of  interest.      
To   assess   the   top-­‐‑down  modulation   effect   in   the   functionally   determined   ROI,  
normalized  modulation  indices  were  computed  as  in  Table  2.  
  
Table  2:  Attentional  Modulation  Index.  
Enhancement  Index  
RW:  (AHIFRW  –  CTRLRW)/(CTRLRW  +  CTRLSD)  
SD:  (AHIFSD  –  CTRLSD)/(CTRLRW  +  CTRLSD)  
Suppression  Index  
RW:  (AFIHRW  –  CTRLRW)/(CTRLRW  +  CTRLSD)  
SD:  (AFIHSD  –  CTRLSD)/(CTRLRW  +  CTRLSD)  
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In  accord  with  the  hypothesis  that  selective  attention  results  in  the  enhancement  
of  attended  items  and  the  suppression  of  distractors,  selectivity  of  activation  in  the  PPA  
would  be  evidenced  by  a  positive  value  for  the  enhancement  index  and  a  negative  value  
for   the   suppression   index   (Gazzaley   et   al.,   2005a).   Attention   related   enhancement   of  
activation  and  distractor   inhibition  related  suppression  of  activation  relative  to  passive  
viewing   can   be   assessed   without   including   the   denominator.   However,   doing   so  
accounts   for   shifts   in   overall   activation   magnitude   across   states   and   provides   more  




5.3.1 Behavioral Results 
d’  was   used   to   evaluate   target   detection   of   each   participant.   d’   =   Z(hit   rate)   –  
Z(false  alarm  rate)  where  Z  is  the  inverse  of  the  cumulative  Guassian  distribution.  Sleep  
deprivation  reduced  d’  of  target  detection  (F1,  21  =  23.1,  p  <  0.001)  and  slowed  responses  
(F1,  21   =  20.0,  p  <  0.001).  There  was  also  a  main  effect  of  distraction  on  both  d'ʹ  of   target  
detection   (F1,  21   =   73.1,  p   <   0.001)   and   response   time   (F1,21   =   144.6,  p   <   0.001).  Although,  
participants   were   overall   slower   to   respond   to   houses   (F1,   21   =   59.9,   p   <   0.001),   target  
detection  performance  was  comparable  for  houses  and  faces  (F1,  21  =  2.0,  n.s.).  Moreover,  
the  behavioral  sleep  deprivation  x  distraction  interaction  was  not  present.  
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Figure  13:  Behavioral  results.  (A)  Target  detection  performance  during  RW  and  SD  in  each  
condition.  There  were  significant  main  effects  of   state   (F1,  21   =  23.1,  p  <  0.001)  and   interfering  
distractors   (F1,  21   =   73.1,   p   <   0.001).   (B)  Main   effect   of   state   on   response   time   (F1,  21   =   20.0,   p   <  
0.001).   The   presence   of   interfering   distractors   (F1,   21   =   144.6,   p   <   0.001)   resulted   in   slower  
responses.  (C)  Post-­‐‑experiment  recognition  indices.  When  well  rested,  participants  recognized  
interfering  distractor  houses  significantly  less  than  attended  houses  (t21  =  2.56,  p  <  0.05),  while  
after  SD,  the  difference  disappeared  (t21  <1,  n.s.).  Error  bars  indicate  standard  error.  
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There   was   a   significant   state   by   attention   effect   on   scores   for   correctly  
recognized,  attended  houses  (AHIF  condition)  and  ignored  houses  (AFIH  condition,  F1,  21  
=  3.91,  p  =  0.05).     A  post-­‐‑hoc  paired  t-­‐‑test   indicated  that  when  well  rested,  participants  
achieved   higher   scores   for   attended   houses   (AHIF)   than   for   ignored   houses   (AFIH  
condition,   t21   =   3.48,   p   <   0.01).   Contrastingly,   after   SD   the   two   ratings   were   not  
significantly  different  (t21  <  1,  n.s.)  suggesting  that  SD  rendered  participants  less  able  to  
suppress   incidental   encoding   of   house   distractors.   This   asymmetry   in   recognition  
memory  was  not  evident  for  faces  even  in  the  RW  state,  possibly  because  faces  are  less  
clearly  discriminable  than  house  pictures.    
  
5.3.2 Imaging Findings 
There  was  a  clear  main  effect  of  task  (F1,  21  =  446.8,  p  <  0.001)  on  PPA  activation.  
Activation  was  highest  when  houses  were   attended  and   interfering   faces  were   absent.  
The  different  combinations  of  factors  resulted  in  graded  levels  of  activation:  AH  >  AHIF  >  
CTRL  >  AFIH  >  AF  (Fig.  13B).  This  gradation  of  activation  is  expected  from  the  biased  
competition  model  of  attention.  An  attended  target  object  presented  without  competing  
distractors   is  expected  to  show  the  highest   level  of  activation   in  visual  cortex   followed  
by  an  attended  object  together  with  a  distractor.  In  turn,  the  deployment  of  attention  to  
houses   (mixed   with   faces)   results   in   higher   PPA   activation   relative   to   unattended  
(passively   viewed)   houses   in   the   control   condition.   Attending   to   faces   in   the   AFIH  
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condition  would   be   expected   to   result   in   suppression   of   PPA   activation   and   the   least  
PPA  activation  can  be  expected  when  only  faces  were  shown.  The  finding  that  activation  
to   attended   targets  was   reduced  by  a  distractor   is   reminiscent  of   the   results  of   animal  
electrophysiological  studies  (Reynolds  and  Desimone,  2003).  
There   was   a   main   effect   of   state   on   PPA   activation   (F1,   21   =   11.7,   p   <   0.01).  
Activation   was   lower   following   sleep   deprivation   in   each   of   the   task   conditions.  
Critically,  post-­‐‑hoc  comparisons  showed  that  after  a  normal  night  of  sleep,  attending  to  
houses  when  distracted   by   faces   (AHIF)   elicited   higher   PPA   activation   than  passively  
viewing   similar   superimposed   pictures   (CTRL)   condition   (t21   >   4.9,   p   <   0.001).  
Contrastingly,   reflecting   distractor   suppression,   the   AFIH   condition   elicited   PPA  
activation   that  was   lower   than   the  passive  view  condition   (t21  <   -­‐‑5.0,  p  <  0.001).        After  
one  night  of  sleep  deprivation,  attending  to  houses  still  elicited  a  higher  PPA  activation  
(t21   >   4.8,   p   <   0.001),   while   the   difference   in   PPA   activation   between   the   AFIH   and  
passive  view  conditions  was  no  longer  significant  (t21  <  1,  n.s.).  
Normalized  enhancement  and  suppression  indices  within  the  PPA  were  used  as  
an   indication   of   attentional   modulation.   In   both   RW   and   SD,   attention   to   houses  
enhanced  PPA  activation  (RW:  t21  >  4.7,  p  <  0.001;  SD:  t21  >  3.8,  p  <  0.001).  The  extent  of  
this  modulatory  effect  was  not  significantly  different  across  states  (t21  <  1,  n.s.;  Fig.  13C).  
In   contrast,   modulation   of   PPA   activation   reflecting   distractor   suppression   was   only  
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significant  when  the  participants  were  well  rested  (RW:  t21  <   -­‐‑4.2,  p  <  0.001;  SD:   t21  <  1,  
n.s.)  and  was  significantly  reduced  following  SD  (t21  <  -­‐‑  2.75,  p  <  0.05;  Fig.  13C).    
  
Figure  14:  Activation  and  modulation  effects  in  PPA.  (A)  Group  activation  map  showing  
the  PPA  (z  =  -­‐‑6;  p  <  10-­‐‑6,  uncorrected).  Note  that  the  figure  is  only  for  illustrative  purposes  as  
the   PPA   used   for   analysis   was   defined   separately   for   each   individual   (Average   Talairach  
Coordinates,   left   PPA:   -­‐‑30,   -­‐‑46,   -­‐‑6;   right   PPA:   26,   -­‐‑45,   -­‐‑5).   (B)   Activation   in   the   PPA  
corresponding  to  different  task  conditions  in  each  of  the  two  states.  Main  effects  of  state  (F1,  21  
=  11.7,  p  <  0.01)  and  task  (F1,  21  =  446.8,  p  <  0.001)  are  present.  (C)  Enhancement  and  suppression  
indices   during   RW   and   SD.   Suppression   (t21   =   -­‐‑2.75,   p   <   0.05)   was   significantly   attenuated  
following  SD  while  enhancement  was  relatively  preserved.    
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Using   a   whole   brain   analysis,   sleep   deprivation   was   found   to   reduce  
intraparietal  sulcus  (IPS)  activation  (F1,  21  =  9.4,  p  <  0.01;  Fig.  14A  distractor).  Trials  with  
interfering   face–house   stimuli   (AFIH   and   AHIF   conditions)   were   more   difficult   to  
process  than  face  only  (AF)  and  house  only  (AH)  trials.  Consequently  there  was  a  main  
effect  of   task  condition  on   IPS  activation   (F1,  21   =  43.3,  p  <  0.001;  Fig.  14B).  However,   in  
contrast   to   the   PPA,   we   did   not   find   a   state   by   condition   interaction   in   the   IPS.   We  
speculate  that  this  is  a  result  of  being  unable  to  dissociate  the  effects  of  SD  on  sustained  
attention,  target  enhancement  and  distractor  suppression  in  the  different  conditions.  We  
note  that  prior  work  has  also  reported  activation  data  from  only  the  ventral  visual  cortex  
where  the  state  by  condition  interaction  is  dissociable  (Gazzaley  et  al.,  2005a).  
Sleep  deprivation  resulted  in  reduced  intraparietal  sulcus  (IPS)  activation  (F1,  21  =  
9.4,   p   <   0.01;   Fig.   14B).   Trials   with   interfering   face-­‐‑house   stimuli   (AFIH   and   AHIF  
conditions)   were   more   difficult   to   process   than   face   only   (AF)   and   house   only   (AH)  
trials.  Consequently   there  was  a  main  effect  of   task  condition  on   IPS  activation   (F1,  21   =  
43.3,  p  <  0.001;  Fig.  14B).    The  IPS  findings  were  derived  from  a  whole-­‐‑brain  analysis.  
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Figure   15:   Intraparietal   sulcus   (IPS)   activation   across   task   and   state.   (A)   Group  
activation  map   thresholded   at   p   <   10-­‐‑6,   uncorrected.  Note   that   the   activation  map   is   only   for  
illustrative  purposes  as  the  IPS  used  for  analysis  was  defined  separately  for  each  individual.  
(B)  There  are  significant  main  effects  of  state  (F1,  21  =  9.4,  p  <  0.01)  and  task  (F1,  21  =  43.3,  p  <  0.001)  
for  IPS  activation  (Average  Talairach  Coordinates,  left  IPS:  -­‐‑30,  -­‐‑55,  -­‐‑41;  right  IPS:  27,  -­‐‑52,  41).  
  
5.4 Discussion 
We   found   that   sleep   deprivation   produced   dissociable   effects   on   suppression  
and  enhancement  of  PPA  activation  in  response  to  ignoring  or  attending  house  pictures  
that   were   superimposed   on   face   pictures.   During   SD,   there   was   reduced   distractor  
suppression  indexed  by  lowered  PPA  activation  relative  to  the  passive  view  condition.  
Contrastingly,  target  enhancement  indexed  by  elevated  PPA  activation  was  intact.  A  by-­‐‑
product   of   reduced   distractor   suppression   was   relative   increased   recognition   of  
irrelevant   house  distractors   following   sleep  deprivation.  We  hypothesize   that   this   is   a  
result   of   the   opposing   effects   of   reduction   in   perceptual   processing   capacity   and   an  
erosion  of  cognitive  control  of  attention.    
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5.4.1 Sleep Deprivation Impairs Distractor Suppression 
While  selective  attention  has  been  found  to  be  impaired  following  SD  (Tomasi  et  
al.,   2009,  Chee  et  al.,   2010,  Lim  et  al.,   2010)  a   finer  grained  study   to  determine   if   these  
deficits  reflect  failure  to  increase  activation  related  to  relevant  information,  or  impaired  
suppression   of   distractions/task-­‐‑irrelevant   information   has   not   been   undertaken   till  
presently.   Despite   the   fact   that   SD   was   associated   with   reduction   in   PPA   activation  
across   all   conditions,   only   a   deficit   in   suppression   of   cortical   activity   was   observed.  
Contrastingly,   enhancement   of   PPA   activation   to   task-­‐‑relevant   stimuli  was   preserved.  
These  observations  parallel  those  reported  in  studies  of  cognitive  aging  (Gazzaley  et  al.,  
2005b,  Lustig  et  al.,  2007).  
By   keeping   sensory   input   constant   and   manipulating   the   object   of   attention,  
target   facilitation   and   distractor   suppression   were   unequivocally   dissociated   because  
attention   to  houses  obligates   the  suppression  of   the  superimposed   face  distractors  and  
vice   versa.   This   provides   a   sterner   test   of   distractor   suppression   compared   to  
experiments  where   task-­‐‑relevant  and   task-­‐‑irrelevant   stimuli  are   sequentially  presented  
or   alternated   (Gazzaley   et   al.,   2005a,   Chee   et   al.,   2010,   Clapp   et   al.,   2010,   Clapp   and  
Gazzaley,   2012).   In   these   studies,   actively   suppressing   task-­‐‑irrelevant   items  would   be  
advantageous  but  not  obligatory.  
Distractor  suppression  requires  the  maintenance  of  task  goals  and  can  be  thought  
of   as   an   executive   function.   Loss   of   top-­‐‑down   control   of   attention   in   sleep   deprived  
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persons   may   be   impaired,   resulting   in   increased   head   turns   towards   peripheral  
distracting   events   (Anderson   and   Horne,   2006).   Increased   distraction   can   impair  
working   memory   in   older   adults,   and   correlates   with   poorer   performance   accuracy  
(Clapp  and  Gazzaley,  2012).  
  
5.4.2 Loss of Distractor Suppression and Increased Co-encoding of 
Targets and Distractors 
Following  SD,  when  attention  was  not  well  constrained  to  task  relevant  stimuli,  
distractor   houses   showed   comparable,   familiarity   based   recognition   compared   to  
attended   houses,   despite   the   overall   level   of   house   recognition   being   lower   than   for  
attended  houses  in  the  well-­‐‑rested  state.  
Comparable   observations   have   been   reported  with   healthy   elderly   participants  
who  evidence  deficits  in  distractor  suppression  (Gazzaley  et  al.,  2005b,  Rowe  et  al.,  2006,  
Kim   et   al.,   2007,   Schmitz   and   Cheng,   2010).   For   example,   Clapp   and  Gazzaley   (2010)  
showed   that   while   elderly   showed   poorer   working   memory   for   target   items,   they  
remembered  the  interfering  stimuli  significantly  better  than  their  younger  counterparts.  
Thus,   inefficient   suppression   of   distractors   in   both   sleep-­‐‑deprived   and   elderly  
participants  appears   to   result   in  greater  processing  and  co-­‐‑encoding  of  distractors   into  
memory   together   with   target   items   (Schmitz   and   Cheng,   2010,   Clapp   and   Gazzaley,  
2012).  
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The   upshot   of   these   findings   is   that   while   normally   not   preferred,   a   deficit   in  
distractor   suppression   could   have   adaptive   value   under   conditions   of   impoverished  
overall   processing   capacity.   For   example   someone   who   is   overly   engrossed   in  
(selectively  attending)  a  cell  phone  conversation  while  crossing  a  road  after  being  sleep  
deprived,  might  be  sufficiently  distracted  so  as  to  detect  an  oncoming  vehicle  that  might  
have  otherwise  gone  unnoticed  in  the  well-­‐‑rested  state.  
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6. General Discussion 
In  our  24-­‐‑7  society  sleep  deprivation  becomes  more  and  more  pervasive.  We  are  
constantly  bombarded  with  large  amount  of  information  that  requires  us  to  quickly  and  
accurately   act   upon   even   when   sleep   deprived.   The   study   of   the   neural   mechanisms  
underlying  information  processing  limits  following  SD  becomes  increasingly  important.  
This   body   of   research   investigated   the   SD-­‐‑related   exacerbation   of   visual  
attentional   processing   capacity.   Each   experiment   examined   a   different   aspect   of   the  
worsened  processing  limits.    
Chapter   III   examined   the   effect   of   SD   on   total   visual   perceptual   processing  
resources,   i.e.   the   number   or   amount   of   information   one   can  process.   I   found   that   SD  
compromised   the  processing  of  peripheral   task-­‐‑irrelevant   stimuli  when   the  perceptual  
load  of  the  central  task  increased,  implying  a  reduction  in  visual  processing  capacity.    
Chapter   IV   uncovered   the   bottleneck   of   rapid   visual   processing   following   SD  
along   the   visual   processing   pathway.   The   SD-­‐‑induced   exacerbation   of   temporal  
processing  is  likely  to  arise  from  the  worsened  limits  in  PPA.  
Chapter  V  turned  to  focus  on  the  impairment  of  attention  as  a  resource  allocator  
under  sustained  wakefulness.   In   the  presence  of  strongly  competing  stimuli,  distractor  
inhibition  is  actively  engaged  under  normal  conditions,  complementing  attention  related  
enhancement   of   target   stimuli   to   optimize   performance.  However,   the   results   showed  
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that   distractor   suppression   was   impaired   to   a   greater   extent   after   a   night   of   SD,   in  
comparison  to  the  target  enhancement  process.    
Degradation   of   attention   is   an   important   contributor   to   cognitive   decline  
following  SD.  Each  individual  study  here  was  designed  to  strongly  engage  a  particular  
process   or   processes   of   interest.   The   studies   suggest   that   the  wide-­‐‑ranging   deficits   in  
behavior  and  cognitive  functions  originate  from  impairments  in  multiple  processes.  The  
first   two   studies   (Chapter   III)   speak   to   the   more   passive   and   automatic   aspect   of  
attention  while   the   last   study   (Chapter  V)   addresses   the   active   dimension   of   selective  
attention.      
Both  Chapter   III   and  Chapter  V   examined  distractor   processing.  On   surface,   it  
seems   that   sleep   deprivation   exerts   contradictory   effects   on   distractor   processing   in  
these  two  studies.  On  the  one  hand,  SD  reduced  the  processing  of  task-­‐‑irrelevant  stimuli  
when   the   central   task   was   more   demanding   (Chapter   III);   but   on   the   other   hand,  
following   SD   distractors   were   not   suppressed   to   the   same   extent   as   compared   to  
following   RW   and   even   encoded   equally   as   the   attended   stimuli   (Chapter   V).   The  
seemingly   opposing   effects   of   SD   arise   from   impairment   of   different   aspects   of  
processing  capacity.  By  manipulating  the  load  type  and  experimental  design,  either  the  
automatic  or  the  effortful  aspect  of  visual  processing  was  more  dominantly  engaged  in  
the  two  studies.  When  the  targets  and  distractors  overlapped  and  distractor  suppression  
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became   obligatory,   decreased   capacity   to   engage   cognitive   control   led   to   increased  
distraction  processing.    
   Previous   studies   suggest   that   the   effects   of   cognitive   work-­‐‑load   on   distractor  
processing  depend  on   the   type  of  mental  processes   that   are   loaded   (Lavie   et   al.,   2004,  
Lavie,   2005).   Apart   from   the   perceptual   selective   attention   mechanism   that   processes  
information  until  perceptual  capacity  is  exhausted,  another  cognitive  control  mechanism  
appears   to   maintain   task   goals   and   reduce   distraction.   In   contrast   to   increasing  
perceptual   load,   increasing   demands   on   cognitive   control   by   incrementing   working  
memory   can   result   in   greater  processing  of  distractors   (De  Fockert   et   al.,   2001,  Yi   and  
Chun,   2005).  This  may   result   from  a  diminution  of   cognitive   resources   supporting   the  
maintenance  of  task  goals  -­‐‑  a  form  of  failure  of  executive  function.  
   The  age-­‐‑related  changes  in  perceptual  processing  capacity  and  cognitive  control  
lead   to  a  similar  phenomenon.  Older  adults  suffer   from  greater  distractor   interference,  
however,   interestingly,   it   is   easier   to   ameliorate   the  distractor   intereference.  When   the  
perceptual   load  of   the   task-­‐‑relevant   stimuli   is   increased,   their  more   limited  capacity   is  
exhausted,  leaving  no  extra  resources  to  process  the  distractors.    
   The   behavioral   deficits   following   sleep   deprivation   do   not   originate   from  
impairment  of  one  particular  neural   locus  or  bottleneck,  but  rather   from  the  worsened  
processing  constraints  of  different  attentional  processes  and  their  interactions.       
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Common  finding  across  this  series  of  experiments  and  most  previous  studies  on  
SD  is  that  SD  significantly  attenuated  BOLD  responses  in  the  task  related  regions  such  
as   the   extrastriate   cortices   and   the  parietal   regions.  The  BOLD  response   is   a  proxy   for  
neuronal   activity.   An   attenuated   collective   neuronal   response   following   sleep  
deprivation  can  be  a  sequel  from  a  number  of  possible  altered  neural  response  patterns.    
Chee  et  al.   (2011)  suggested   that  a   reduced   functional  neural  circuit  might  give  
rise   to   the   reduced   activation   levels.   This   hypothesis   finds   strong   support   in   animal  
neurophysiological   studies,   where   episodes   of   neurons   going   completely   ‘offline’   or  
local   unresponsiveness   were   observed   following   sustained   wakefulness,   locally  
resembling   properties   of   sleep.   These   periods   of   local   sleep   were   found   in   both   the  
extrastriate  cortices  (Pigarev  et  al.,  1997)  and  frontal  and  parietal  regions  (Vyazovskiy  et  
al.,  2011),  even  when  the  animals  continued  to  perform  at  behaviorally  reasonable  levels.    
Following   sleep   deprivation,   even   for   correctly   responded   trials   (also   in   Chee  
and  Chuah,  2007;  Chee  et  al,  2008),  an  attenuation  of  activation  was  observed.  A  reduced  
number   of   neurons   being   active  may   reflect   a  minimal   number   of   circuits   required   to  
fulfill   the   task   goals   in   SD,   so   as   to   improve   efficiency   and   conserve   energy   under  
unfavorable   conditions.   However,   a   lack   of   redundancy   at   the   same   time   increases  
system  instability  and  may  render   the  system  more  susceptible   to  random  fluctuations  
and   perturbations,   manifesting   as   impairment   in   overall   behavioral   performance.  
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Chapter   III   indicated   that   higher   mean   task-­‐‑related   activation   levels   during   RW   had  
functional  values.    
Yet   another   plausible   scenario   for   the   reduced   collective   task-­‐‑related   neuronal  
activity   is   that   SD   induces   a   greater   moment-­‐‑to-­‐‑moment   fluctuation   between   normal  
neuronal   activities   and   temporary   failures   to   activate   the   system   to   a   similar   level   as  
observed   in   RW.   Even   though   only   correctly   responded   trials   were   taken   into  
consideration,   there  are   still  more  correctly  guessed   trials  within   this  pool  of  analyzed  
trials  following  SD  than  in  RW.  SD  increases  the  number  of  contaminants  and  the  eyes-­‐‑
open,  correctly  guessed  trials  cannot  be  teased  apart.  Consequently,  this  increased  trial-­‐‑
to-­‐‑trial   variability   could   lead   to   an   overall   average   attenuated   activity   at   group   level.  
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